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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the design of visible light communication system developed

for localization purposes, in particular for auto-detection and service promotion.

The design includes a LED-based transmitter and wearable receiver, capable of

data broadcast transmissions over long enough distances to cover a small room.

The receiver circuit is designed as a wearable device such, that the position of the

receiver matches the person wearing it.

The implementation of the transmitter is done using a hybrid system including

both HDL code for FPGA configuration, as well as firmware code for a processor.

The device used for the transmitter design is a SoC including both the FPGA and

the processor, connected through an AXI bus. The receiver is based on a micro-

controller circuit featuring both a visible light communication circuit and Blue-

tooth functionality, capable of receiving the broadcasted data over visible light

communication, as well as reporting the result of the processing of this data in the

micro-controller. The wearable device is accompanied by an Android application,

functioning as the user interface of the developed system.

Measurements verifying the functionality of the designed system, as well as re-

vealing the benefits and drawbacks of different approaches described in the thesis

are also shown. Also, loose thoughts about how the progression of the develop-

ment of the design could evolve are also discussed based on the measurements

and verification of the system functionality. Here it is revealed that the final goal

of the described design is not a design build around commercial components, but

rather the move toward ASIC design of both transmitter and receiver.

Keywords: VLC, Visible Light Communication, IoT, Internet of Things, Local-

ization, Auto-Detection, Wearable
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FOREWORD

This work was a part of the 6G Flagship at the University of Oulu, with the purpose

of making a demonstration which shows properties of low-bandwidth VLC for indoor

positioning and auto-detection purposes during the period from 2019 to 2021. This was

developed in cooperation with my supervisor, however, with me as the lead researcher

and developer.

Some challenges have emerged during the development, and the specifications of the

final demonstration has changed accordingly. As an example, was the initial approach

to use spot-lights while the final demonstration was based on a LED matrix working

as the roof in a miniature “room”.

My supervisor has been of invaluable help during the development. He has helped

me when I have been stuck. He has even designed not only the 3D-printed enclosure

of the VLC receiver, but also the LED matrix used as a transmitter with 20 individually

addressable RGB LEDs. We have also collaborated on several projects over the years,

in addition to this project, which has resulted in a friendship of great importance for

me.

The main development space of this system has been our kitchen table, a space

usually used for other purposes than research and development. This has lead to some

unwanted discomfort, and has resulted in a slight stress factor for our family. However,

my wife and family have accepted this throughout the development of this system, for

which I am very grateful.

I am satisfied with this work even though the final system is not perfect, and could be

improved vastly just by adding or altering some features. Possible improvements and

some possible continuations to this work are discussed during this text, but are however

outside the scope due to time and funding limitations. Future projects might however

address these issues and implement the needed features to improve the system.

Oulu, 6 June, 2021

Tore Leikanger



ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

AOA Angle of Arrival

Arm Advanced RISC Machines

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

AXI Advanced eXtensible Interface

BER Bit-Error Rate

BLE Bluetooth Low-Energy

FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing

GATT General Attribute Profile

GUI Graphical User Interface

HDL Hardware Definition Language

HW Hardware

IC Integrated Circuit

IoT Internet of Things

IP Intellectual Property

IR Infrared

ISC Image Sensor Communication

LED Light Emitting Diode

lsb Least Significant Bit

LSB Least Significant Byte

LUT Look-Up Table

MOSFET Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor

OCC Optical Camera Communication

OOK On-Off Keying

OWC Optical Wireless Communication

P2P Point-to-point

PD Photodiode

PL Programmable Logic

PS Processor System

PWM Pulse-Width Modulation

RGB Red, Green and Blue



RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer

RISC-V Reduced Instruction Set Computer generation Five

RLL Run-Length Limited

RSS Received Signal Strength

SoC System-on-Chip

SoM System-on-Module

SWD Single-Wire Debug

SW Software

TDM Time Division Multiplexing

TDOA Time-Difference of Arrival

TER Transmission Error Rate

TIA Trans-Impedance Amplifier

USB Universal Serial Bus

USB Universal Serial Bus

UUID Universal Unique identifier

VLC Visible Light Communication

VLP Visible Light Positioning

VL Visible Light

dt Time since last edge

f0 In-Band Carrier Frequency

f1 Out-of-Band Carrier Frequency

tp Pulse Length

τ Pulse length (in pattern encoding)
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, will the design and verification of a visible light communication (VLC)

system for indoor localization and service promotion be described. VLC is a form

for optical wireless communication (OWC), where visible light (VL) is utilized as the

communication medium, as opposed to e.g. infrared (IR) communication. [1]

Point-to-point (P2P) communication between a light emitter, e.g. a light-emitting

diode (LED), and a light receiver, e.g. a photodiode (PD), as described by the IEEE

802.15.7 standard [2] is not the only form for communication using VL.

During the development of VLC communication techniques, has several approaches

been explored, where possibly the most noteworthy approaches are point-to-point com-

munication (LED to PD) and image sensor communication (ISC), also called optical

camera communications (OCC). The ISC communication technique is very different

compared to LED to PD based P2P VLC. ISC communication is based on using an

image sensor, e.g. a camera, to locate a transmitter array. The data is transmitted by

modulating the pattern on the transmitter array, such that the transmission is actually

encoded into the pattern seen on the transmitter array. Data is thus possible to transmit

from the transmitter array to the receiver image sensor. [3]

Also, different use cases for VLC has been proposed, from high-speed data trans-

fer for indoor short-range communications [1, 4] to low-bandwidth internet-of-things

(IoT) purposes [5, 6, 7]. Also, the use of VLC for localization purposes and indoor

navigation has been proposed [8, 9], making an impressive list of possible uses for

VLC communication.

Several approaches toward an indoor localization or positioning system based on VL

has been proposed earlier, often referred to as visible light positioning (VLP). These

approaches are based on several techniques, ranging from analysis of e.g. received

signal strength (RSS), time-difference of arrival (TDOA), and angle of arrival (AOA).

For example time division multiplexing (TDM) and frequency division multiplexing

(FDM) can be used to differentiate the light sources. [10]

VLC and VLP are seldom present in the same system, where VLC focus the data

throughput while VLP focus on finding an exact position based on analysis of multiple

light sources [11]. Approaches to combine VLC and VLP has been reported, e.g. by J.

Chen and X. You [11].

This thesis will focus on the use of LED and PD based VLC for the localization and

service promotion system. While the details regarding service promotion is outside

the scope of this thesis, will the design of the communication system and the way this

system is used to broadcast and thus pin-point the localization be described in detail.

This system includes a VLC transmitter, a wearable VLC receiver, accompanied by an

Android application working as the user interface. The approach used for the described

localization system is thus based on a low-bandwidth VLC data transmission, and not

the commonly used VLP techniques.

The thesis will begin with an introduction to the use of VL as a communication

medium, where the basic principles and techniques of VLC will be introduced in sec-

tion 2. This introduction of the background theory is described with focus on the

principles and techniques needed during the implementation of the system, described

in section 3. Measurements of the implemented design are shown in section 4. The

thesis is then concluded with a discussion in section 5 and conclusion in section 6.
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2 VISIBLE LIGHT AS A MEDIUM AND COMMUNICATION

CHANNEL

Visible light is defined as electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths of about 400–

700 nm, where blue light has higher energy and shorter wavelength, while red light

has longer wavelength and lower energy. Each color has a specific wavelength in

this range, infrared (IR) light has a longer wavelength than red light, and ultraviolet

(UV) light has a shorter wavelength than blue. White light is, on the other hand, a

combination of light of several wavelengths distributed throughout the visible light

spectrum. [12]

LEDs emit light at a single specific wavelength, due to its semiconductor design,

and the color of the emitted light is thus perceived as a single color. Thus, to generate

white light using LED components, two approaches are generally used, using a blue

LED (emitting high energy photons) covered by phosphor, or using several LEDs with

different colors which combines into white light. [13]

Using phosphor based LEDs, the phosphor absorbs some emitted photons from the

LED, before re-emitting new photons with lower energy. This way, the spectrum of the

emitted light changes from being a single wavelength blue to becoming a white light

where the photons have wavelengths distributed throughout the visible light spectrum.

Based on the phosphor cover on the LED, the temperature of the light can be changed

into warmer or colder light, basically meaning a spectrum leaning more towards red

or blue light, respectively. The challenge however, when using phosphor based white

LEDs is, when considering VLC, the reduced speed of the switching time due to the

absorption and re-emission times in the phosphor. For this reason, VLC for high-

bandwidth communication avoid the use of phosphor based white LEDs. [14]

Using RGB LEDs, the white color is generated by emitting photons of three separate

wavelengths, and thus also colors. This way, the emitted photons have wavelengths dis-

tributed throughout the visible light spectrum and, even though the light only includes

three specific wavelengths, the light is perceived as being white. This way, the photons

are not filtered the same way as they are when using phosphor-based white LEDs, and

the bandwidth of the VLC channel can be pushed to higher bit-rates. [15]

The IEEE 802.15.7-2018 standard separates VLC into several physical categories,

namely PHY I to VI, as can be seen in Figure 1. These differ by frequency, where PHY

I operate in 200–400 kHz, while PHY operates II and III in 7.5–120 MHz. PHY IV, V

and VI however, are positioned in the sub 10 kHz frequency domains, and consider the

use of image sensor communication (ISC) techniques for VLC. For this reason, PHY

IV-VI are outside the scope of this thesis, and will thus not be discussed further. [2]

However, since the design described in this thesis utilizes VLC for low bandwidth

communication in IoT and broadcasting purposes, the high-frequency limitations of

phosphor-based LEDs are not a problem. Using RGB LEDs, however, gives the op-

portunity to tune the color of the light to a personal preference after installation, even

with a different color for different people. Different colors are also possible to use to

visible indicators to differentiate areas under different VLC enabled transmitters. This

post-installation is not possible when using phosphor-based white LEDs.
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Figure 2. Curve showing the perceived light as a function of measured ambient light.

Table 1. Comparison of modulation techniques and rates in PHY I-II as defined in the

IEEE 802.15.7-2018 standard, along with the maximum data rate

Modulation RLL Code

Maximum

clock rate

Maximum

data rate

PHY I
OOK Manchester 200 kHz 100 kbps

VPPM 4B6B 400 kHz 266.6 kbps

PHY II
VPPM 4B6B 7.5 MHz 5 Mbps

OOK 8B10B 120 MHz 96 Mbps

PHY III
4-8 CSK - 12 MHz 18 Mbps

4-16 CSK - 24 MHz 96 Mbps

practically speaking a pulse-position modulation technique, where every bit is divided

in two parts of opposite digital value. Thus, two bit patterns are available, where the

first or the last has a digital value of 1, while the other has a digital value of 0. This

can be seen in Figure 3. VPPM follows the same principle, and is coding the data in

the same way as Manchester coding. However, in VPPM, the pulse widths are vari-

able, meaning that the light intensity can be dimmed while still transmitting data. The

encoding using VPPM at different dimming values can be seen in Figure 4. [12]

As can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, the DC level remains the same during the bit

streams, which itself keeps the light from flickering. However, as can be seen in Table

1, the faster modulations are defined in the IEEE802.15.7 standard to use run-length

limited (RLL) coded data, more specifically 4B6B for VPPM and 8B10B for OOK
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Figure 3. An example bitstream encoded as Manchester OOK.

Figure 4. An example bitstream encoded as VPPM at different dimming levels.

at 120MHz clock rate. The robustness of the DC level stabilizing is thus even more

increased, since both Manchester/VPPM techniques and RLL encoding is used. [15]

RLL coding changes the data into a longer bit-stream in order to keep the DC level

while still keeping the data content the same. In 4B6B RLL coded data, every 4-bit

nibble is coded into 6 bits (making 12 bits per byte). Similarly, 8B10B RLL coded

data are coded such that every byte is mapped into 10 bits. In a way, Manchester code

can be seen as a 1B2B RLL code, mapping every byte into 16 bits, and thus making
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this the least effective choice when it comes to data/bit. The 4B6B RLL code mapping

as defined in the IEEE 802.15.7 standard can be seen in Table 2. [12]

Furthermore, DC level changes and thus also visible flickering, can also occur be-

tween data frames when no data is sent. This is handled in the IEEE 802.15.7 standard

by setting the DC level between the frames to be the same as during data transmis-

sion. Practically speaking, the DC level while no data is transmitted is set by using

inter-frame idle patterns having the correct DC level. [12]

Table 2. Mapping from 4 bits to 6 bits in the RLL 4B6B code used in IEEE 802.15.7

4B (input) 6B (output) Hex

0000 001110 0

0001 001101 1

0010 010011 2

0011 010110 3

0100 010101 4

0101 100011 5

0110 100110 6

0111 100101 7

1000 011001 8

1001 011010 9

1010 011100 A

1011 110001 B

1100 110010 C

1101 101001 D

1110 101010 E

1111 101100 F

2.3 Low-Bandwidth VLC

The distance of reliable data transmission of more importance than the bandwidth of

the transmission in positioning systems. The VLC standard as described earlier focus

more on either speed in PHY I, II and III, or more complex ISC based communication

in PHY IV, V and VI. The described system in this thesis focus on a VLC system

designed for indoor positioning and auto-detection purposes, which can be achieved

e.g. with a low-bandwidth LED to PD communication channel.
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One approach to design a low-bandwidth VLC receiver is to use a commercially

available optical receiver circuit, capable of receiving and demodulating modulated

visible light. One possible circuit that can be used for this purpose is the VSOP38338

preamplifier circuit, designed to work as a preamplifier and digitizer for infrared (IR)

remote control receivers. The VSOP38338 does not include an IR PD and one is able

to use it with a PD designed for VL reception instead, thus making this a VLC receiver

instead of an IR remote receiver. [16]

The VSOP38338 circuit is designed for infrared (IR) communication, e.g. in remote

controls, meaning it is optimized for low-bandwidth communication with short prede-

termined data transmissions. IR communication for remote controls is unfortunately

optimized for a low power usage, and the protocols available clearly focus more on

lowering power demands than increasing the light intensity. Furthermore, the com-

munication protocols used in IR communication suffer from low bandwidth combined

with a variable DC level over time, resulting in a flickering light source if visible light

LEDs were to be used with these protocols. [16]

A custom protocol must thus be developed when working with visible light to avoid

flickering. As discussed in section 2.2, are methods for keeping the DC level stable

while transmitting data well-developed, and even standardized for higher-frequency

VLC communication. If the standard is to be followed, the choices are between

Manchester coded data transmissions and longer RLL coded transmissions. The differ-

ence between these methods are the efficiency, where bit-rates when using the Manch-

ester code, the 4B6B RLL code mapping and the 8B10B code mapping are reduced by

50%, 33% and 20% respectively in an ideal situation. However, the Manchester code is

the simplest to implement, the complexity increases when moving to RLL coding, and

the 8B10B includes most complexity in its design. The difference between the 4B6B

and 8B10B RLL codes is, when thinking about the implementations, the inter-byte

dependencies of the code mapping in 8B10B codes, which are not present in 4B6B

codes.

The focus of this work was not on the communication protocol but rather on the

functionality of the system, and the 4B6B RLL code chosen due to its higher efficiency

than the Manchester code while still keeping the implementation simple. The code

mapping used in this approach can be seen in Table 2 in section 2.2. Simple OOK on a

carrier square wave with a frequency f0 = 38 kHz is chosen as the modulation method,

as per the specifications given in the VSOP38338 data-sheet [16].

The VSOP38338 input features a band-pass filter with center frequency of 38 kHz ±

4% and a bandwidth of 3.8 kHz. This way, any frequency outside the pass band will be

neglected and interpreted as no data. Furthermore, the output signal of the VSOP38338

is delayed by 6 pulses, and the output pulse length is equal to

tpo = tpi ±
6

f0
(2.2)

where tpi is the input pulse length, tpo is the output pulse length, and f0 is the carrier

frequency. To properly be able to differentiate pulses of different lengths, it should be

large enough for this uncertainty to be negligible. [16]

Furthermore, as described by Aliaberi et.al. [15], the changes in optical brightness

must be of a duration shorter than the maximum flickering time period (MFTP), often

considered to have a frequency of more than 200 Hz. This means that any changes
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in brightness should have a time period of less than 5 ms, setting a constraint to the

minimum possible frequency. Looking at the 4B6B RLL code mapping, we see that

the longest possible stretch of digital ones or zeros is 4 bits, which means each data bit

pulse should not be longer than

tp,max =
5 ms

4 pulses
= 1.25

ms

pulse
⇒ fc,min = 800 Hz (2.3)

Considering the constraints of pulse width uncertainty and minimum frequency to

avoid flickering, a pulse length of 32 carrier waves was chosen, resulting in a pulse

length of about 842 µs and a frequency of about 1.2 kHz. The maximum theoretical

bit-rate of this when using 4B6B RLL coded data is about 792 bps. While not a fast

connection, the purpose of this work was not to stream large amounts of data but rather

to broadcast short messages and ID codes, making this bit-rate is sufficient.

2.4 Inter-Frame DC correction

Since the VLC enabled lamps are not constantly transmitting data, there is always a

period between data frames. This inter-frame period without any VLC activity enables

other VLC transmitters to transmit data without interference between the transmitters,

a technique often referred to as time division multiple access (TDMA). However, f0
can not be present during the inter-frame period if interference is to be avoided, and the

DC must be maintained without using a signal containing f0. Maintaining the DC level

between data frames and inter-frame periods is possible to do by introducing another

out-of-band frequency f1.

Pulse-width modulation (PWM) can be used to generate the same DC-level between

the data-frames. However, the resolution and accuracy of the produced light intensity

using a micro-controller generated PWM has been shown to be dependent of the PWM

frequency. Figure 5 shows measurements of the produced light intensity at each PWM

duty cycle and their frequency dependency, measured by programming a microcon-

troller to sweep over different duty cycles at frequencies within the desired range. This

measurement was performed by programming the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840

microcontroller SoC to produce PWM signals with duty cycles from 0% to 100% in

1% increments, at frequencies of 1 kHz to 100 kHz in 1 kHz increments. The mea-

sured light intensity was measured using the TSL2561 ambient light intensity sensor.

The resolution and thus the possible PWM duty cycles are as can be seen in Figure 5

dramatically reduced while the frequency is increased.

The carrier frequency used is 38 kHz, and the duty cycle is 50%, which produces a

52.77% light intensity as shown in Figure 6. Since the DC correction methods used

produce a DC level of 50% relative to this is the light intensity of the VLC enabled lamp

26.4% while transmitting data. The DC level of the inter-frame PWM signal should

thus be as close as possible to this value. An accurate definition of the light intensity

is easier at lower frequencies, as can be seen in Figure 5, and using a 1 kHz PWM

at 26% and 27% duty cycles gives light intensities of 25.6% and 26.7% respectively.

Thus, a 1 kHz PWM at 27% duty cycle matches the DC level during data transmission

frames with less than 1% difference. This relates to a perceived light intensity of about
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Figure 5. Measured light intensities at duty cycles ranging from 0% to 100% in 1%

increments at frequencies from 1 kHz to 100 kHz.

50% based on the relationship between perceived light intensity and measured light

intensity, shown in Figure 2.

2.5 Frequency-Modulated Communication Signal

The above described signal is an AM modulated OOK signal on a 38 kHz. However,

since the input of the VSOP38338 is band-pass filtered, also frequency modulated

(FM) signals are possible to use. A pulsed signal would in this case pass the input

band-pass filter of the VSOP38338 when it has center frequency of 38 kHz, and is

neglected while having a frequency outside the pass band with a bandwidth of 3.8 kHz.

This way, a PWM signal with a certain duty cycle can be used for all signals during

the transmission, with different frequencies for digital bits as well as for idle periods.

The waveform for an example nibble transmitted in FM can be seen in Figure 7, where

the carrier is a 50% duty-cycle PWM signal. Also, a comparison between AM and FM

modulation is shown in Figure 8. While the frequency changes noteworthy between

the bit values, the DC level remain the same.

However, due to the problems with the resolution of the PWM duty cycle for dif-

ferent frequencies using a micro-controller, as described above, the use of a field-

programmable gate-array (FPGA) circuit can improve the quality of the design re-

markably. While programming an FPGA, the actual logic producing the PWM signals

with given duty cycles and frequencies is designed, and generating synchronized PWM

signals which conserves the duty cycle over different frequencies is thus a trivial task.

Furthermore, since the use of an FPGA enables several tasks to be performed simul-

taneously in a synchronized manner, a more advanced signal is possible to make. In
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The advantages and challenges of each of these two location ID transmission ap-

proaches will be investigated further during the verification of the VLC channel in

section 4.
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3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HARDWARE AND

SOFTWARE

The implementation of the system is divided into three separate parts, a VLC transmit-

ter, a VLC receiver, and a smartphone application. Furthermore, the implementations

of the different parts are done in very different environments: The VLC transmitter

was designed around the Digilent Cora Z7 development board featuring the Xilinx

Zynq-7000 System on Chip (SoC). The VLC receiver was designed around the Nordic

Semiconductor nRF52840 micro-controller, featuring native BLE radio. The smart-

phone application, on the other hand, is a software design for Android smartphones.

The VLC transmitter and receiver circuits were also designed specifically for this

work, where a 4 × 5 LED matrix (i.e. 20 individual RGB LEDs) and a voltage level

translator were designed for the transmitter, and a VLC receiver circuit was designed

for the receiver.

3.1 VLC transmitter

The VLC transmitter is based around the Digilent Cora Z7 development board, fea-

turing the Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC. The HDL code is developed and synthesized using

Xilinx Vivado 2020.2, and the firmware is developed using Xilinx Vitis 2020.2. All

development is done using the default settings.

The Zynq-7000 includes both a processing system (PS) as well as programmable

logic (PL). The PS is based on an Arm A9 processor core, connected to the FPGA

based PL through an AXI bus [17], as can be seen in Figure 10. This way, data can

be shared between the PS and the PL by accessing shared registers. The registers are

placed in the PL, and the HDL code defines the PS software read- and write permis-

sions of registers. This way, the Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC fits the development of an

VLC transmitter core IP, where the different qualities of embedded software develop-

ment and of HDL development are well-balanced. The VLC transmitter core IP can

also be synthesized as a processor peripheral in a future ASIC.

The VLC transmitter core is attached to the AXI bus, and a 50 MHz clock signal and

a reset signal are delivered from the bus. All other signals are included in the shared

registers, accessible through the AXI bus from the PS and directly from the PL. An

overview of the registers can be seen in Figure 11, and are listed on the left side of

the block diagram of the VLC transmitter core IP in Figure 12. The AXI bus is the

only interface between the PS and the PL, meaning that all information needed in both

directions has to go through this. This implies that not only the data to be transmitted

through the VLC channel, but also all configuration settings and indicator flags are set

through the AXI bus.

The content of the registers in the VLC transmitter core can be seen in Figure 11.

A 32-bit register is reserved for data 0–19, while 5-bit slots are reserved for PWM

settings for each color channel of 19 LEDs in the registers at addresses 20–29. A single

32-bit register at address 30 is reserved configuration of the VLC transmitter core IP,

with contents described in Table 3. The configuration register includes configurations

for carrier frequency, bit length, number of bits per transmission as well as flags for

modulation type (M), transmitter (tx) busy (B), and tx initialization (T). The register
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A frequency of 5 MHz is chosen for simplicity, i.e. the 50 MHz FPGA clock divided

by 10.

As previously mentioned, are 20 RGB LEDs placed on the VLC roof PCB, num-

bered from 0 to 19, and placed as can be seen in Figure 17. For the described demon-

stration system, we are only using 8 of the LEDs, and LEDs 0-3 as well as LEDs 16–19

are turned on while the remaining LEDs are turned off, as shown in Figure 17. The

VLC roof PCB is then placed on top of a rack, with a wall dividing the space below

the VLC roof in the middle, meaning that we have two separately illuminated rooms

under the VLC roof PCB. This way, by transmitting different codes on LEDs 0–3 than

on LEDs 16–19, we are able to differentiate the rooms from each other based on the

VLC broadcasting message in the rooms.
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Figure 17. Sketch over the VLC roof PCB, showing the positions of the LEDs along

with the numbering of the LEDs.

While the functionality of the VLC transmitter core IP as described above is defined

in RTL code, it is driven by firmware for the embedded processor programmed in C-

code, which can be seen in Appendix 5. Access to the shared VLC transmitter core IP

register given by using read and write commands to the correct address, and writing
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data to f.ex. registers 0 and 5, is done as follows, assuming data0 and data5 are 32-bit

unsigned integer variables:

1 volatile u32 *vlc_reg = (volatile u32*) 0x43C00000;

2

3 vlc_reg[0] = data0;

4 vlc_reg[5] = data5;

As all registers are written to the same way, we set the VLC roof lights to have white

light with maximum intensity at the LEDs as described earlier like this:

1 volatile u32 *vlc_reg = (volatile u32*) 0x43C00000;

2

3 vlc_reg[20] = 8<<0 | 8<<5 | 8<<10 | 8<<15 | 8<<20 | 8<<25; // LED0-1

4 vlc_reg[21] = 8<<0 | 8<<5 | 8<<10 | 8<<15 | 8<<20 | 8<<25; // LED2-3

5 vlc_reg[22] = 0; // LED4-5

6 vlc_reg[23] = 0; // LED6-7

7 vlc_reg[24] = 0; // LED8-9

8 vlc_reg[25] = 0; // LED10-11

9 vlc_reg[26] = 0; // LED12-13

10 vlc_reg[27] = 0; // LED14-15

11 vlc_reg[28] = 8<<0 | 8<<5 | 8<<10 | 8<<15 | 8<<20 | 8<<25; // LED16-17

12 vlc_reg[29] = 8<<0 | 8<<5 | 8<<10 | 8<<15 | 8<<20 | 8<<25; // LED18-19

Furthermore, the configuration is set to 24-bit word (16-bit 4B6B RLL encoded

data), where each bit has a bit-length of 32 carrier pulses.

1 volatile u32 *vlc_reg = (volatile u32*) 0x43C00000;

2

3 u32 conf;

4

5 u32 prescaler = 50000000/38000;// 38 kHz

6 u32 bitlen = 32; // 32 carrier waves per bit

7 u32 numbits = 24; // 24 bits data

8 u32 am = 0; // FM modulation for invisibility

9

10 conf = ( prescaler << 15 )

11 | ( bitlen << 9 )

12 | ( numbits << 3 )

13 | ( am << 2 );

14

15 vlc_reg[30] = conf;

In order to actually send some data, we can choose which LEDs are sending what

data. Since the sides of the VLC roof are physically divided by a wall, it is possible to

send the data simultaneously without taking interference between the VLC transmis-

sions into account. However, to ease up the testing (without a wall), the VLC trans-

missions will be time multiplexed, with a one-second delay between the transmissions.

This functionality is achieved with the following code, when the ASCII characters "1"

and "2" are sent.

1 // Data words are "1" and "2", followed by a RFU byte without data

2 u32 data0 = rll6b[0]<<12 | rll6b[(int)"1"];

3 u32 data1 = rll6b[0]<<12 | rll6b[(int)"2"];

4

5 // Set the data in the correct data registers

6 vlc_reg[0] = data0;

7 vlc_reg[1] = data0;
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8 vlc_reg[2] = data0;

9 vlc_reg[3] = data0;

10 vlc_reg[16] = data1;

11 vlc_reg[17] = data1;

12 vlc_reg[18] = data1;

13 vlc_reg[19] = data1;

14

15 while(1)

16 {

17 // Set the tx mask to LEDs 0-3

18 vlc_reg[31] = 0x0000f;

19 // Send the init trigger flag

20 vlc_reg[30] |= 0x1;

21

22 // Delay 1s

23 sleep(1);

24

25 // Set the tx mask to LEDs 16-19

26 vlc_reg[31] = 0xf0000;

27 // Send the init trigger flag

28 vlc_reg[30] |= 0x1;

29

30 // Delay 1s

31 sleep(1);

32 }

Here, rll6b is an 8-bit unsigned integer array, defined as follows

1 uint8_t rll6b[16] =

2 {// 6b <= 4b

3 0b001110, // 0x0

4 0b001101, // 0x1

5 0b010011, // 0x2

6 0b010110, // 0x3

7 0b010101, // 0x4

8 0b100011, // 0x5

9 0b100110, // 0x6

10 0b100101, // 0x7

11 0b011001, // 0x8

12 0b011010, // 0x9

13 0b011100, // 0xA

14 0b110001, // 0xB

15 0b110010, // 0xC

16 0b101001, // 0xD

17 0b101010, // 0xE

18 0b101100 // 0xF

19 };

Since the VLC transmitter IP is developed to use for an indoor location system,

are we also able to use another approach than to send data, in order to pinpoint the

location of the VLC receiver. Sending data as described above, gives the flexibility

to transmit not only a location identification (ID) code, but also to embed more data

into the transmission. However, since no error correction is included in the protocol

at its current state, is a very robust connection between the transmitter and receiver

needed to guarantee that the data transmitted is actually received the correct way by

the receiver. For this reason, is a simpler approach in some cases more natural for a

more robust transmission.

It is possible to transmit 32-bit binary patterns instead of RLL-encoded binary data.

While the length, 32 bits, is short for complex patters, are simple patterns possible to

create. It is thus possible to use patterns instead of the data codes presented earlier

(0x31 and 0x32), when only a few locations are to be identified. The patterns used are

as follows
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pass filter tuned at 38 kHz. The output of the VSOP38338 is a digital signal, indicating

the presence of a 38 kHz carrier. This way, the signal as seen from the micro-controller,

is a digital "carrier present" and "no carrier present" signal as digital 0 and 1, respec-

tively. [16]

While not used in the described system, the IR LED enables the Jewel to also send

up-link data. This transmission is not as challenging as the VLC transmission, since

this does not have the same strict specifications defined to avoid flickering in the light.

In order program the nRF52840 SoC using the easy-to-use Arduino environment,

is a boot-loader by Arduino programmed into the micro-controller memory. This

way, the Jewel is seen as an Arduino Nano 33 BLE board by a computer connected

through USB, making the libraries available for the Arduino ecosystem also available

for use when programming the Jewel. Access to the libraries designed for the Ar-

duino Nano 33 BLE gives an easy approach to use the native BLE functionality of the

nRF52840 SoC. The VLC communication protocol is custom-made specifically for

this system, and no ready-made library or code is available prior to the development of

the firmware. The complete Jewel firmware for pattern reception and for data reception

can be found in Appendices 8 and 9 respectively, and the RLL4B6B definitions can be

found in Appendix 10.

The BLE connection between the Jewel and the smartphone application is made

through a custom BLE service, including a single characteristic describing the value of

the received VLC transmission. Using Arduino, this is done using the following code

(all code not related to BLE communications is removed)

1 #include <ArduinoBLE.h>

2

3 // Other includes and definitions

4

5 // BLE service

6 BLEService jewelService("19B11800-E8F2-537E-4F6C-D104768A1214");

7 // BLE characteristic

8 BLEIntCharacteristic jewelCharacteristic("19B11801-E8F2-537E-4F6C-D104768A1214",

9 BLERead | BLENotify);

10

11 void setup()

12 {

13 // ...

14

15 BLE.setLocalName("Jewel:N:40");

16 BLE.setAdvertisedService(testService);

17 jewelService.addCharacteristic(switchCharacteristic);

18 jewelService.addCharacteristic(writeCharacteristic);

19

20 BLE.addService(jewelService);

21

22 BLE.setEventHandler(BLEConnected, blePeripheralConnectHandler);

23 BLE.setEventHandler(BLEDisconnected, blePeripheralDisconnectHandler);

24

25 jewelCharacteristic.setValue(1);

26

27 BLE.advertise();

28

29 }

30

31 void loop()

32 {

33 // Receive and decode the incoming VLC transmission, if present

34

35 // good = true if VLC transmission is received

36 if ( good ) {

37 value = received_byte;
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38 switchCharacteristic.setValue(received_byte);

39 }

40

41 BLE.poll();

42 }

43

44 void blePeripheralConnectHandler(BLEDevice central) {

45 // central connected event handler

46 connected = true;

47 }

48

49 void blePeripheralDisconnectHandler(BLEDevice central) {

50 // central disconnected event handler

51 connected = false;

52 }

Using this code, we get a BLE device called Jewel:N:40, a name based on the SoM

module used (N in Nina B306) and the version of the micro-controller in the SoM

(two last numbers in nRF52840). Furthermore, this includes the needed service with a

custom UUID, containing the needed characteristic capable of transmitting an integer

value, also with its own custom UUID.

Setting the value of this characteristic, triggers a notification on the smartphone

connected over BLE with the Jewel. This notification is not shown on the smartphone

screen, but is accessible by the application handling the connection with the Jewel,

which is able to read the value of the characteristic when it is set.

In order to receive VLC data, we will look at the lengths of the VLC RX input pulses,

i.e. the amount of time the VLC carrier is present or not. Based on this information,

we are able to find not only the polarity of the bit (digital 1 or 0), but also the amount of

bits with that value for each pulse. Due to the modulation using RLL 4B6B encoding,

we know that a maximum of 4 bits can have the same value at one time, meaning

that we can assume that the transmission is either finished or corrupt if more than 4

consecutive bits with the same value are received. The demodulation procedure for the

VLC signal is thus as can be seen in the code below as well as in the flow diagram in

Figure 22.

1 state = digitalRead(RX);

2

3 if ( state != prev_state ) {

4 nxt_tm = micros();

5

6 if ( nxt_tm-tm > 5000 ) {

7 buff = 0;

8 i=0;

9 done = false;

10 }

11 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 1000 ) {

12 buff |= state<<i;

13 ++i;

14 }

15 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 2000 ) {

16 buff |= state<<i;

17 ++i;

18 buff |= state<<i;

19 ++i;

20 }

21 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 3000 ) {

22 buff |= state<<i;

23 ++i;

24 buff |= state<<i;
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25 ++i;

26 buff |= state<<i;

27 ++i;

28 }

29 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 4000 ) {

30 buff |= state<<i;

31 ++i;

32 buff |= state<<i;

33 ++i;

34 buff |= state<<i;

35 ++i;

36 buff |= state<<i;

37 ++i;

38 }

39

40 tm = nxt_tm;

41 prev_state = state;

42 }

43 else if ( micros()-tm > 5000 ) {

44 if ( !done ) {

45 // Decode and report

46 }

47 }

As can be seen from the flow diagram, are we measuring the pulse lengths of the

incoming VLC signal. The first pulse is representing the start of frame, and is a digital

one (carrier present), which is the starting time of the VLC signal. After this, a number

of bits of the same polarity as the signal pulse is shifted into the buffer each time an

edge in the signal is detected. The number of bits to shift in can be in the range of 1 to

4 bits, limited by the constraints of the 4B6B RLL encoding.

When the full message is received, i.e. after a duration of more than 4 ms since the

last edge is detected, is the data in the buffer decoded. This system assumes 24 data

bits, i.e. two 4B6B encoded bytes, as well a single SoF bit. Since the data is inserted

into the buffer least significant bit (lsb) first, is the SoF bit placed as the lsb of the

message, and is removed by a simple right-shift command. Functions to decode the

4B6B RLL encoded message nibble by nibble, basically as a look-up table (LUT), is

written such that the correct nibble is returned if the data is valid, and an impossible

nibble (with value 0xFF) is returned if the data is invalid. This way, can the data be

demodulated as follows:

1 // remove the SoF bit

2 buff = buff>>1;

3

4 uint8_t tmp;

5 uint8_t received_byte;

6 bool good = true;

7

8 // HIGH NIBBLE

9 tmp = nibble_6b4b(buff>>6);

10 if ( tmp == 0xff ) good = false;

11 else received_byte = tmp<<4;

12

13 // LOW NIBBLE

14 tmp = nibble_6b4b(buff);

15 if ( tmp == 0xff ) good = false;

16 else received_byte |= tmp;

As can be seen, this code only decodes the least significant byte (LSB), which is

enough for this system. However, a buffer capable of transmitting two bytes (both at
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Figure 22. Flow diagram of the VLC data reception, where dt is the time since the

previous detected edge.

the transmitter and the receiver side) is kept for future use, since this easily fits into

the native 32-bit registers of the processors used. The code to decode the 4B6B RLL

encoded nibbles is placed in a separate header file, and is as follows:

1 uint8_t nibble_6b4b(uint8_t nibble) {

2 uint8_t ret = 0x00;

3 switch (nibble&0x3f) {

4 case 0b001110:

5 ret = 0b0000;

6 break;

7 case 0b001101:

8 ret = 0b0001;

9 break;

10 case 0b010011:
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11 ret = 0b0010;

12 break;

13 case 0b010110:

14 ret = 0b0011;

15 break;

16 case 0b010101:

17 ret = 0b0100;

18 break;

19 case 0b100011:

20 ret = 0b0101;

21 break;

22 case 0b100110:

23 ret = 0b0110;

24 break;

25 case 0b100101:

26 ret = 0b0111;

27 break;

28 case 0b011001:

29 ret = 0b1000;

30 break;

31 case 0b011010:

32 ret = 0b1001;

33 break;

34 case 0b011100:

35 ret = 0b1010;

36 break;

37 case 0b110001:

38 ret = 0b1011;

39 break;

40 case 0b110010:

41 ret = 0b1100;

42 break;

43 case 0b101001:

44 ret = 0b1101;

45 break;

46 case 0b101010:

47 ret = 0b1110;

48 break;

49 case 0b101100:

50 ret = 0b1111;

51 break;

52 default: // Input code error

53 ret = 0xff;

54 break;

55 }

56

57 return ret;

As can be seen, is this sufficient to decode the received 4B6B RLL encoded data, and

the variable telling whether the received data is good or not is based on the correctness

of the encoded data with respect to the RLL encoding scheme. If the received data

is successfully received and decoded using this method, it is sent over BLE in the

appropriate characteristic, for further processing in the smartphone application.

When patterns are used, however, the reception flow is different, and the flow dia-

gram for the reception when patterns are used can be seen in Figure 23.

3.3 Android application

The smartphone application is written for Android phones, using the Kotlin program-

ming language in Android Studio, with an effort to resemble the style designed for
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Figure 23. Flow diagram for finding the average pulse length (and thus also frequency)

of the pattern. Here, τ̄ is the average pulse length, nedge is the number of edges in the

pattern, and tm is the time since the first edge of the pattern.

the 6G demonstration. The main purpose of this application is to show that, using the

described system, we are able to tell under which part of the VLC roof the Jewel is.

Android phoneJewelVLC transmitter

VLC transmision

Decode and

validate
BLE report

Update GUI

Update web server

Figure 24. Sequence diagram showing the route of the data from the VLC transmitter

to the Android application, as well as what the Android application does with this data.

The data makes its way from the VLC roof, or the VLC transmitter, to the Android

phone application through the Jewel as can be seen in the sequence diagram in Fig-

ure 24. As can be seen in the sequence diagram, is the Android application responsible

for (1) showing information about the whereabouts of the Jewel (and thus, in principle,

the person wearing it), and (2) updating a web server keeping track of the whereabouts
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4 TESTING AND VERIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM

The description of the implementation of the system was divided into the different

designs, i.e. the transmitter, the receiver and the Android application, whereas the

division of the testing and verification of the system a bit different.

In this chapter will the testing and verification of the HDL and SW code in the Cora

Z7, as well as the control of the shift registers and thus also the LEDs be described

first. Thereafter, will the focus shift towards the VLC communication, both in the

transmitter and receiver end. This will cover the transmission of the data, how the

received signal differs from the transmitted signal, as well as the SW receiving the

data. The last part of the testing includes the Android application and how well the

transmitted signal matches the state shown in the Android application GUI. The last

part will thus cover the BLE communication at the Jewel side as well as the Android

application side, as well as the state shown in the GUI itself. The development of the

Android application itself is, as discussed while describing the implementation of the

Android application, outside the scope of this text, and this is the case for the testing

of the application itself as well.

The measurements are performed using the Digilent Digital Discovery logics ana-

lyzer, which reports the measurements to a computer over USB. Processing of the data

are done using Python scripts when needed.

4.1 VLC transmitter and LED controller

The internals of the HDL code is difficult to measure directly, but the functionality

match the description in the implementation chapter according to simulations of the

HDL code. The signals produced by the VLC transmitter core, and how these progress

through the shift registers, are however possible to verify.

The shift registers are, as described earlier, driven by three signals including the

clock signal, the data signal, and the latch signal. Measurements of these signals can

be seen in Figure 26, where also the timing between two successive data updates of

the subjected shift register is shown. The data shifted into this register during this

measurement switches all LEDs driven by this shift register on, making the color of

the two LEDs white.

ck

d

str

−0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

·10−6Time (s)

Figure 26. Measured signals at shift register inputs, including the data signal (d), clock

signal (ck) and the latch signal (str).

The duration of a single update of the data in a shift register is about 2.5 µs, as can

be seen in Figure 26, resulting in a maximum update frequency of somewhat more than
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400 kHz. This matches the numbers shown in the implementation chapter, confirming

that the functionality described earlier is indeed possible with the presented design.

Each update of the shift registers updates the signal of each channel of each LED,

resulting in 20 individually programmable RGB LEDs each driven independently, re-

sulting in 60 separate channels possibly with different signals. However, since the

signals are driven the exact same way, will only one channel be measured, knowing

that the measurement results will be the same for all.

The measurement of the output signal of a shift register, driving a single channel,

can be seen in Figure 27, when programmed to produce a single data bit of 32 car-

rier pulses, with AM modulated data. The frequency of the carrier is measured to

be 38 kHz, and the duty cycle is measured to be about 62%, close to 62.5% as pro-

grammed by the software.

tx signal

−0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1

·10−3Time (s)

Figure 27. Measured carrier pulse burst for a single bit for AM modulated data.

4.2 VLC communication channel

The communication channel can be measured such, that the transmitted signal as mea-

sured at the shift register output can be compared with the received signal as measured

at the output of the VSOP38338 optical receiver IC. The single data bit transmission

measured earlier in Figure 27 is measured against the output signal of the optical re-

ceiver IC, shown in Figure 28. Also, the same transmission is measured using FM

modulation technique in Figure 29, where the DC signal in the AM modulated signal

is changed to a 19 kHz carrier (half of the 38 kHz carrier).

tx signal

rx signal

−0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1

·10−3Time (s)

Figure 28. Measured RX signal (at the VSOP38338 output) showing the timing relative

to the TX signal (at the shift register output) when the signal is AM modulated.

As can be seen in Figures 28 and 29, are the responses similar but not identical.

While the timing of the response to the AM modulated signal behaves very much the

same way as described in the VSOP38338 data-sheet [16], the response to the FM

modulated signal is slightly slower. Furthermore, the differences between the rise time

and fall time when comparing the AM and FM signal not the same, as the fall time

(at the beginning of the subjected bit) of the response to the FM modulated signal is

approximately the double as compared to the AM modulated signal, while the rise time
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tx signal
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·10−3Time (s)

Figure 29. Measured RX signal (at the VSOP38338 output) showing the timing relative

to the TX signal (at the shift register output) when the signal is FM modulated.

is about the same. This results in a difference when measuring the bit length of about

0.1 ms, which is about 11% of the unit bit length.

When transmitting data, the protocol is as described earlier, such that a single SoF

bit is transmitter first, followed by the actual data of any length up to 32 bits. When

the data is 4B6B RLL encoded, this means that 12 bits are transmitted for each byte,

and for pattern codes, this means that the maximum amount of bits are used to get a

reliable average frequency of the pattern encoded message. The measured transmitted

and received signal for a single 4B6B RLL encoded byte can be seen in Figure 30, and

the measured transmitted and received signal of pattern encoded data can be seen in

Figure 31.

tx signal

rx signal

−2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

·10−3Time (s)

Figure 30. Measured RX signal (at the VSOP38338 output) in comparison with the

signal driving the LED when a single 4B6B RLL encoded byte is transmitted.

tx signal

rx signal
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·10−3Time (s)

Figure 31. Measured RX signal (at the VSOP38338 output) in comparison with the

signal driving the LED when pattern encoding is used.

The received signal responding well to the transmitted signal, as can be seen in the

measurements in Figures 30 and 31, and received signal is possible process as such

without further conditioning of the signal. The SoF bit breaks the pattern as compared

to the rest of the signal as can be seen in Figure 31. The ability to differentiate this

pattern signal from signals with other frequencies does not change even though the

average frequency changes slightly.

The measurements in Figures 30 and 31 are measured only using AM modulated

signals, since the different carriers are difficult to differentiate on these plots. However,

we know that the measurements of the FM modulated signals would be the same except

for minor timing differences, based in the measurements in Figures 28 and 29.
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The transmission as received by the Jewel can be compared with the transmitted

signal, to find the number of successful transmissions as compared to the total number

of transmissions. In order to do this, can we define the transmission error rate (TER),

as the number of unsuccessful transmissions as compared with the total number of

transmissions, shown in percentages. This is possible to do for both the RLL encoding

and the pattern encoding techniques. The values for TER can be seen in Table 4,

corresponding with the plot in figure 32. These numbers are found by transmitting the

codes (0x31 to 0x35) using the 4B6B RLL encoding, as well as transmitting pattern

codes where the pulse lengths are equal to 1 to 5 unit bit lengths representing the

codes 0x31 to 0x35, respectively. A Jewel programmed to report all measured data to

a computer is used to perform all measurements, with a distance to the transmitter of

about 30 cm and the receiver has the general direction towards the transmitter.

Table 4. Measured TER for pattern encoded and RLL 4B6B encoded transmissions

TER (%)

Code Pattern encoded RLL 4B6B encoded

0x31 3.4 50.5

0x32 6.9 54.9

0x33 5.9 69.8

0x34 28.4 72.5

0x35 47.3 51.4

4.3 Signal processing and user interface

The functionality of the Android application is critical to the described system, how-

ever, the development of the application is outside the scope of this work. This appli-

cation is used as a graphical user interface (GUI), and is thus used to display the state

of the system as well as for verification purposes.

The Android application is programmed such, that the data as sent from the Jewel

is reported and shown immediately if the codes 0x31 or 0x32 are reported. The pin

showing the position will disappear if the code 0x30 is reported. This functionality

works as expected, as does also the forwarding of the report by the Android application

to the IoT cloud service.

The functionality of the Android application relies thus on the signal processing in

the Jewel, meaning that the quality of the report sent over BLE to the Android appli-

cation is the limiting factor of the reliability of the user interface. This can be tested

by looking at the correspondence between the transmitted and received code for suc-

cessive transmissions using different encoding techniques, as shown in Figure 33. The

success rate using RLL 4B6B encoded data is much lower than when pattern encod-

ing is used as can be seen in Figure 33. However, erroneous data are seldom received
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Figure 32. TER of pattern encoded transmission (bullets) and RLL 4B6B encoded

transmission (squares)

for either data encoding methods, which means that when a position is shown in the

user interface, this is the correct position. An exception to this is shown in the 4B6B

RLL encode transmission for the 0x31 code in Figure 33, where the code 0x30 (cor-

responding to "not present anywhere") is received instead of 0x31. In the case for

pattern encoded data, there is no missing data and no wrong receptions shown in Fig-

ure 33. The number of transmissions used for this analysis is not high, including only

50 transmissions. We can see, however, the same as was found while measuring TER

earlier; using pattern encoded data is more reliable than RLL encoded data transmis-

sions. Furthermore, we can see that one transmission while transmitting RLL encoded

data with value 0x31 is misinterpreted, and the code 0x30 is received. The high TER

in 4B6B RLL encoded data also increases the reaction time from the Jewel enters the

VLC enabled area until this is shown in the user interface.
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coding and the pattern encoding, when transmitting codes corresponding to the values

0x31 and 0x32.
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5 DISCUSSION

The system for broadcasting of an ID code using VLC used for localization purposes

has been developed as an HDL IP, possible to use as an extension to other digital

electronics systems. The control of this IP is over the commonly used AXI-lite bus.

The developed system is thus possible to include in other circuits, including e.g. micro-

controller and processor designs. The designed system is programmed into the Xilinx

Zynq 7000 AP-SoC, which includes an ARM processor as well as the FPGA where

the VLC IP is placed, and the design is as such an example itself on how the VLC

IP can be attached to a processor design. A more natural approach in the long run is,

however, to embed this design into an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or

a system-on-chip (SoC), together with a dedicated processor. For this, the processor

type can be of any kind, including e.g. an ARM processor core, or the open-source

RISC-V processor core [20].

This design features the control over LEDs in two ways, even though only one of

them was used for the described system. The VLC transmission happens through the

LED roof, where the control over the LEDs happens through the control over the shift

registers physically placed on the roof. The reason for this is, that the high number of

channels in the LED roof can be controlled independently with this approach, however,

the accurate timing of e.g. PWM modulation of the LEDs suffer due to the use of shift

registers. The other approach is, barely described and not used in this work, the direct

control over the LEDs without the use of shift registers. This was not possible for this

project, due to the limitations of pins available on the Cora Z7 development board in

comparison with the high number of needed separate LED channels (60 channels in

total). However, it is possible in the case of the design of a dedicated ASIC to include

any reasonable number of dedicated pins for driving LEDs. It is also possible to embed

the high-current LED drivers themselves into the ASIC, and thus minimize the number

of external components.

Also, during the description of the developed system, did two separate approaches

for transmitting data emerge. First of all, was the transmission of actual data encoded

using the RLL 4B6B mapping for the best DC continuity during data transmission.

This ensures not only flickering while transmitting data, but also limits that the num-

ber of successive zeros or ones, i.e. the maximum pulse length, to the reasonable

number of four. The RLL 4B6B encoding also includes basic error detection by de-

sign, since the same number of ones and zeros during the transmission is always the

same. Furthermore, are only certain codes allowed, meaning that any other code must

be wrong. The other data transmission approach does not send data as such, but relies

on the fact that only a limited number of codes are to be transmitted, and encodes the

“data” into different patters featuring different average frequencies. While the pattern

encoding approach was shown to be more reliable for a low number of patterns is the

flexibility of the actual data transmission better. The frequency encoded transmission

found to be better in the developed design, since only two locations are differentiated

(in addition to “no position”). However, an approach using actual data transmission is

better for a larger system including more locations, due to the increased flexibility of

the system.

TER was decent for pattern encoded transmissions for the codes 0x31, 0x32 and

0x33. However, TER was too high to reliably transmit data using higher pattern en-
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coded transmissions, which was the case also for RLL 4B6B encoded data transmis-

sions in general. These high TER values seemed to result from uncertainties in the

measurements of the data bit pulses. In the case of RLL 4B6B encoded data is a single

erroneous bit enough to invalidate the whole transmitted data byte, since it is picked up

by the error detection algorithm in use. For pattern encoded transmissions, however, is

the reason somewhat different.

The patterns in use were defined such, that the pulses of the pattern had the same

length as a single bit for the code 0x31, two bits for the code 0x32, three bits for the

code 0x33, etc. Since the length of the pattern encoded transmissions equals the length

of a 32 bit transmission, are 32 pulses present for the pattern representing the code

0x31, 16 pulses for the code 0x32, 8 pulses for the code 0x33, etc. The uncertainty

of the pulse length increases when the number of pulses decreases, since the average

pulse length of the pattern is used, and TER increases thus for patterns representing

higher codes.

It is possible to improve the TER for 4B6B RLL encoded data using error correction

algorithms. The use of error correction algorithms in the data transmission prolongs the

number bits needed for transmitting the needed data, but at the same time decreases

the number of repetitions needed for the transmission to be successful. The use of

error correction algorithms could improve the described system, enabling more reliable

transmission. Improving the robustness of the data transmissions using e.g. error

correction algorithms also enables further extensions of the systems.

Similarly, is an improvement of TER for higher-valued pattern encoded data possible

by using longer patterns. More pulses would then be present in the patterns, and a more

reliable average frequency would be possible to calculate.

The Jewel is based on the nRF52840 SoC featuring native BLE functionality. While

this SoC fits this system, some limitations are found while receiving VLC data and

using BLE at the same time. The error ratio of the VLC connection was found to

improve when disabling the BLE functionality of the SoC. This was not an option in

the described system, and thus not discussed during the measurements of the VLC

communication channel. However, for future systems where the design of an ASIC

is an option, would it be natural to move the demodulation and preprocessing of the

received data out of the micro-controller firmware using dedicated digital electronics

for this. As such, would the design of a dedicated VLC receiver IP be natural, the same

way as the dedicated VLC transmitter IP was developed in this project.

In the case of the design of a dedicated VLC receiver IP embedded into a micro-

controller ASIC dedicated for low-bandwidth VLC communication, would the design

of the analog receiver be natural to embed into the same ASIC. This way, would also

the carrier frequency be possible to increase, from the fixed 38 kHz carrier frequency

constraint given by the VSOP38338 circuit used. Even better, would an analog-to-

digital converter (ADC) based design, where a broader spectrum is analyzed and more

complex communication protocols and modulation techniques would be possible.
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6 CONCLUSION

The design and verification of a VLC system for localization purposes was described in

this thesis. The description included, in addition to the theory behind the needed con-

cepts and techniques used in the designed system, a description of all the parts used in

the system. This included a VLC transmitter designed as a AXI-lite enabled periph-

eral IP controlled from a processor, a receiver based on a low-bandwidth commercial

optical receiver and a BLE enabled micro-controller SoC, as well as an Android appli-

cation. While the design of the Android application was outside the scope of this text,

has some introduction to its functionality been given, in order to fully describe how it

was used in the developed system.

The HDL design of the VLC transmitter IP has been described in detail, including

how it is attached to a processor working as a dedicated VLC transmitter peripheral,

as well as the processor firmware code needed to control it. The VLC transmitter IP

was designed to work both as a direct controller for up to two RGB LEDs, expandable

to up to 20 RGB LEDs by minor changes in the HDL code. More importantly for

the described system, was the VLC transmitter IP able to control 20 RGB LEDs (i.e.

60 independent channels) through 10 shift registers, each controlling two RGB LEDs

each.

The VLC transmitter IP was capable of transmitting data of up to 32 bits, using

either FM or AM modulation of a carrier, where both the bit duration measured in

number of carrier pulses, as well as the carrier frequency is possible to configure in

the processor firmware. In addition, was the PWM duty cycle of the carrier signal of

each channel configurable to 8 levels from 0 (no light) to 7/8 (87.5% light intensity).

Full intensity was avoided, in order to be able to transmit data using any light intensity

level over 0%. This way, was each LED able to change color between 512 different

colors independently.

The Jewel, i.e. the wearable receiver circuit, was a battery driven micro-controller

circuit including a VLC receiver circuit, an IR transmitter circuit for future use, and

BLE functionality for communication with an Android phone application. The design

of the Jewel also included a charger and programming part, possible to break off and

later connect using POGO pins. The size of the jewel was such, that it was possible to

use as a wearable, e.g. as a necklace.

The VLC communication has been shown to be possible using two different ap-

proaches, using RLL encoded data and a frequency encoded data. While the RLL

encoded data transmissions has been shown to give more flexibility, was the rate of

successful transmissions shown to be lower than the frequency encoded transmissions.

Furthermore, was the accompanying Android application shown, designed to show

the location as reported by the Jewel over BLE. As such, was the Jewel designed as

a BLE device, with the location based on the received VLC data as the characteristic

value available to be read by the Android application.

Some thoughts were also discussed, regarding possible changes to the system in

order to improve the system, or even integrate the system in a custom-made ASIC

accompanied by a dedicated processor core. The design of a VLC received IP, the

same way as the described VLC transmitter IP, was also discussed. This receiver IP

would, in addition to move some processing of the received signal away from the
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processor firmware, give an opportunity to move towards higher carrier frequencies

and even more complex modulation techniques.
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Appendix 1 VLC core top SystemVerilog code

1 ❵timescale 1ns / 1ps

2 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

3 // Company:

4 // Engineer:

5 //

6 // Create Date: 03/20/2021 08:00:48 PM

7 // Design Name:

8 // Module Name: vlc_core_top

9 // Project Name:

10 // Target Devices:

11 // Tool Versions:

12 // Description:

13 //

14 // Dependencies:

15 //

16 // Revision:

17 // Revision 0.01 - File Created

18 // Additional Comments:

19 //

20 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

21

22

23 module vlc_core_top(

24 //-- BASE SIGNALS --//

25 input clk,

26 rstn,

27

28 //-- AXI REGISTERS --//

29 input [31:0] slv_reg0, // DATA0

30 input [31:0] slv_reg1,

31 input [31:0] slv_reg2,

32 input [31:0] slv_reg3,

33 input [31:0] slv_reg4,

34 input [31:0] slv_reg5,

35 input [31:0] slv_reg6,

36 input [31:0] slv_reg7,

37 input [31:0] slv_reg8,

38 input [31:0] slv_reg9,

39 input [31:0] slv_reg10,

40 input [31:0] slv_reg11,

41 input [31:0] slv_reg12,

42 input [31:0] slv_reg13,

43 input [31:0] slv_reg14,

44 input [31:0] slv_reg15,

45 input [31:0] slv_reg16,

46 input [31:0] slv_reg17,

47 input [31:0] slv_reg18,

48 input [31:0] slv_reg19, // DATA19

49 input [31:0] slv_reg20, // PWM 0 1

50 input [31:0] slv_reg21,

51 input [31:0] slv_reg22,

52 input [31:0] slv_reg23,

53 input [31:0] slv_reg24,

54 input [31:0] slv_reg25,

55 input [31:0] slv_reg26,

56 input [31:0] slv_reg27,

57 input [31:0] slv_reg28,

58 input [31:0] slv_reg29, // PWM 18 19

59 input [31:0] slv_reg30, // CFG IN

60 input [31:0] slv_reg31, // TX MASK

61 output logic [31:0] cfg_reg_out, // CFG OUT

62

63 //-- ON-BOARD LEDS --//

64 output logic [2:0] rgb_led0,

65 rgb_led1,

66

67 //-- SHIFTREG BUS --//

68 output logic shift_cp, // SHIFT CLOCK

69 shift_str, // SHIFT OUTPUT LATCH
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70

71 output logic [9:0] shift_d // 10 SHIFT DATA LINES

72 );

73

74 logic [19:0] vlc_tx;

75 logic [7:0] carrier0, carrier1;

76 logic carr0_edge, carr1_edge;

77

78 logic [19:0][2:0] led_pwm_red,

79 led_pwm_green,

80 led_pwm_blue;

81

82 assign led_pwm_red = {

83 slv_reg29[15 +: 3],

84 slv_reg29[0 +: 3],

85 slv_reg28[15 +: 3],

86 slv_reg28[0 +: 3],

87 slv_reg27[15 +: 3],

88 slv_reg27[0 +: 3],

89 slv_reg26[15 +: 3],

90 slv_reg26[0 +: 3],

91 slv_reg25[15 +: 3],

92 slv_reg25[0 +: 3],

93 slv_reg24[15 +: 3],

94 slv_reg24[0 +: 3],

95 slv_reg23[15 +: 3],

96 slv_reg23[0 +: 3],

97 slv_reg22[15 +: 3],

98 slv_reg22[0 +: 3],

99 slv_reg21[15 +: 3],

100 slv_reg21[0 +: 3],

101 slv_reg20[15 +: 3],

102 slv_reg20[0 +: 3]

103 };

104 assign led_pwm_green = {

105 slv_reg29[20 +: 3],

106 slv_reg29[5 +: 3],

107 slv_reg28[20 +: 3],

108 slv_reg28[5 +: 3],

109 slv_reg27[20 +: 3],

110 slv_reg27[5 +: 3],

111 slv_reg26[20 +: 3],

112 slv_reg26[5 +: 3],

113 slv_reg25[20 +: 3],

114 slv_reg25[5 +: 3],

115 slv_reg24[20 +: 3],

116 slv_reg24[5 +: 3],

117 slv_reg23[20 +: 3],

118 slv_reg23[5 +: 3],

119 slv_reg22[20 +: 3],

120 slv_reg22[5 +: 3],

121 slv_reg21[20 +: 3],

122 slv_reg21[5 +: 3],

123 slv_reg20[20 +: 3],

124 slv_reg20[5 +: 3]

125 };

126 assign led_pwm_blue = {

127 slv_reg29[25 +: 3],

128 slv_reg29[10 +: 3],

129 slv_reg28[25 +: 3],

130 slv_reg28[10 +: 3],

131 slv_reg27[25 +: 3],

132 slv_reg27[10 +: 3],

133 slv_reg26[25 +: 3],

134 slv_reg26[10 +: 3],

135 slv_reg25[25 +: 3],

136 slv_reg25[10 +: 3],

137 slv_reg24[25 +: 3],

138 slv_reg24[10 +: 3],

139 slv_reg23[25 +: 3],

140 slv_reg23[10 +: 3],
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141 slv_reg22[25 +: 3],

142 slv_reg22[10 +: 3],

143 slv_reg21[25 +: 3],

144 slv_reg21[10 +: 3],

145 slv_reg20[25 +: 3],

146 slv_reg20[10 +: 3]

147 };

148

149 // CFG: [31:15 CARRFRQ][14:9 BITLEN][8:3 NUMBITS][2 AM/FM][1 TX BUSY][0 TX_INIT]

150

151 logic [16:0] carrfrq;

152 logic [ 5:0] bitlen,

153 numbits;

154 logic am_flag,

155 init_flag_synch,

156 tx_busy;

157

158 logic [19:0] tx_mask;

159

160 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

161 begin

162 if ( rstn == '0 )

163 begin

164 tx_mask <= '0;

165 end

166 else if ( tx_busy == '0 )

167 begin

168 tx_mask <= slv_reg31[19:0]; // Never update mid-tx

169 end

170 end

171

172

173 assign carrfrq = slv_reg30[31:15];

174 assign bitlen = slv_reg30[14:9];

175 assign numbits = slv_reg30[8:3];

176 assign am_flag = slv_reg30[2];

177 assign init_flag = slv_reg30[0];

178

179 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

180 begin

181 if ( rstn == '0 )

182 begin

183 cfg_reg_out <= '0;

184 end

185 else

186 begin

187 cfg_reg_out[0] <= init_flag_synch;

188 cfg_reg_out[1] <= tx_busy;

189 cfg_reg_out[31:2] <= slv_reg30[31:2];

190 end

191 end

192

193 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

194 begin

195 if (rstn == '0)

196 begin

197 init_flag_synch <= '0;

198 end

199 else if ( tx_busy == '0 & init_flag == '1)

200 begin

201 init_flag_synch <= '1;

202 end

203 else if ( tx_busy == '1 )

204 begin

205 init_flag_synch <= '0;

206 end

207 end

208

209 vlc_tx

210 tx

211 (
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212 .clk(clk),

213 .rstn(rstn),

214 .bitlen(bitlen),

215 .data( {

216 slv_reg0,

217 slv_reg1,

218 slv_reg2,

219 slv_reg3,

220 slv_reg4,

221 slv_reg5,

222 slv_reg6,

223 slv_reg7,

224 slv_reg8,

225 slv_reg9,

226 slv_reg10,

227 slv_reg11,

228 slv_reg12,

229 slv_reg13,

230 slv_reg14,

231 slv_reg15,

232 slv_reg16,

233 slv_reg17,

234 slv_reg18,

235 slv_reg19

236 } ),

237 .nbits(numbits),

238 .carr_re(carr0_re),

239 .init(init_flag_synch),

240 .tx(vlc_tx),

241 .busy(tx_busy)

242 );

243

244 carrgen

245 carr0

246 (

247 .clk(clk),

248 .rstn(rstn),

249 .clk_div(carrfrq),

250 .pwm_carr(carrier0),

251 .carr_d8_edge(carr0_edge),

252 .carr_re(carr0_re)

253 );

254

255 carrgen

256 carr1

257 (

258 .clk(clk),

259 .rstn(rstn),

260 .clk_div({carrfrq[15:0], 1'b0}),

261 .pwm_carr(carrier1),

262 .carr_d8_edge(carr1_edge)

263 );

264

265 logic shift_trig;

266 assign shift_trig = carr0_edge;

267

268 logic [19:0] tx_signal_red,

269 tx_signal_green,

270 tx_signal_blue;

271 logic one, zero;

272 assign one = carrier0;

273 assign zero = am_flag ? '0 : carrier1;

274 assign tx_signal_red =

275 {

276 ( tx_mask[19] & vlc_tx[19] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[19]]

277 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[19]],

278 ( tx_mask[18] & vlc_tx[18] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[18]]

279 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[18]],

280 ( tx_mask[17] & vlc_tx[17] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[17]]

281 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[17]],

282 ( tx_mask[16] & vlc_tx[16] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[16]]
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283 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[16]],

284 ( tx_mask[15] & vlc_tx[15] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[15]]

285 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[15]],

286 ( tx_mask[14] & vlc_tx[14] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[14]]

287 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[14]],

288 ( tx_mask[13] & vlc_tx[13] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[13]]

289 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[13]],

290 ( tx_mask[12] & vlc_tx[12] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[12]]

291 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[12]],

292 ( tx_mask[11] & vlc_tx[11] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[11]]

293 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[11]],

294 ( tx_mask[10] & vlc_tx[10] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[10]]

295 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[10]],

296 ( tx_mask[9] & vlc_tx[9] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[9]]

297 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[9]],

298 ( tx_mask[8] & vlc_tx[8] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[8]] :

299 ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[8]],

300 ( tx_mask[7] & vlc_tx[7] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[7]]

301 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[7]],

302 ( tx_mask[6] & vlc_tx[6] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[6]]

303 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[6]],

304 ( tx_mask[5] & vlc_tx[5] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[5]]

305 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[5]],

306 ( tx_mask[4] & vlc_tx[4] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[4]]

307 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[4]],

308 ( tx_mask[3] & vlc_tx[3] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[3]]

309 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[3]],

310 ( tx_mask[2] & vlc_tx[2] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[2]]

311 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[2]],

312 ( tx_mask[1] & vlc_tx[1] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[1]]

313 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[1]],

314 ( tx_mask[0] & vlc_tx[0] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_red[0]]

315 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_red[0]]

316 };

317 assign tx_signal_green =

318 {

319 ( tx_mask[19] & vlc_tx[19] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[19]]

320 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[19]],

321 ( tx_mask[18] & vlc_tx[18] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[18]]

322 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[18]],

323 ( tx_mask[17] & vlc_tx[17] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[17]]

324 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[17]],

325 ( tx_mask[16] & vlc_tx[16] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[16]]

326 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[16]],

327 ( tx_mask[15] & vlc_tx[15] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[15]]

328 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[15]],

329 ( tx_mask[14] & vlc_tx[14] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[14]]

330 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[14]],

331 ( tx_mask[13] & vlc_tx[13] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[13]]

332 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[13]],

333 ( tx_mask[12] & vlc_tx[12] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[12]]

334 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[12]],

335 ( tx_mask[11] & vlc_tx[11] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[11]]

336 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[11]],

337 ( tx_mask[10] & vlc_tx[10] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[10]]

338 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[10]],

339 ( tx_mask[9] & vlc_tx[9] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[9]]

340 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[9]],

341 ( tx_mask[8] & vlc_tx[8] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[8]]

342 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[8]],

343 ( tx_mask[7] & vlc_tx[7] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[7]]

344 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[7]],

345 ( tx_mask[6] & vlc_tx[6] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[6]]

346 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[6]],

347 ( tx_mask[5] & vlc_tx[5] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[5]]

348 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[5]],

349 ( tx_mask[4] & vlc_tx[4] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[4]]

350 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[4]],

351 ( tx_mask[3] & vlc_tx[3] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[3]]

352 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[3]],

353 ( tx_mask[2] & vlc_tx[2] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[2]]
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354 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[2]],

355 ( tx_mask[1] & vlc_tx[1] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[1]]

356 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[1]],

357 ( tx_mask[0] & vlc_tx[0] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_green[0]]

358 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_green[0]]

359 };

360 assign tx_signal_blue =

361 {

362 ( tx_mask[19] & vlc_tx[19] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[19]]

363 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[19]],

364 ( tx_mask[18] & vlc_tx[18] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[18]]

365 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[18]],

366 ( tx_mask[17] & vlc_tx[17] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[17]]

367 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[17]],

368 ( tx_mask[16] & vlc_tx[16] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[16]]

369 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[16]],

370 ( tx_mask[15] & vlc_tx[15] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[15]]

371 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[15]],

372 ( tx_mask[14] & vlc_tx[14] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[14]]

373 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[14]],

374 ( tx_mask[13] & vlc_tx[13] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[13]]

375 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[13]],

376 ( tx_mask[12] & vlc_tx[12] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[12]]

377 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[12]],

378 ( tx_mask[11] & vlc_tx[11] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[11]]

379 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[11]],

380 ( tx_mask[10] & vlc_tx[10] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[10]]

381 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[10]],

382 ( tx_mask[9] & vlc_tx[9] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[9]]

383 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[9]],

384 ( tx_mask[8] & vlc_tx[8] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[8]]

385 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[8]],

386 ( tx_mask[7] & vlc_tx[7] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[7]]

387 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[7]],

388 ( tx_mask[6] & vlc_tx[6] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[6]]

389 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[6]],

390 ( tx_mask[5] & vlc_tx[5] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[5]]

391 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[5]],

392 ( tx_mask[4] & vlc_tx[4] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[4]]

393 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[4]],

394 ( tx_mask[3] & vlc_tx[3] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[3]]

395 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[3]],

396 ( tx_mask[2] & vlc_tx[2] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[2]]

397 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[2]],

398 ( tx_mask[1] & vlc_tx[1] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[1]]

399 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[1]],

400 ( tx_mask[0] & vlc_tx[0] ) ? carrier0[led_pwm_blue[0]]

401 : ~am_flag & carrier1[led_pwm_blue[0]]

402 };

403

404 shiftout shift1

405 (

406 .clk(clk),

407 .rstn(rstn),

408 .data( {

409 {tx_signal_red[19],tx_signal_green[19],tx_signal_blue[19],

410 tx_signal_red[18],tx_signal_green[18],tx_signal_blue[18]}, // LED 19 18

411 {tx_signal_red[17],tx_signal_green[17],tx_signal_blue[17],

412 tx_signal_red[16],tx_signal_green[16],tx_signal_blue[16]},

413 {tx_signal_red[15],tx_signal_green[15],tx_signal_blue[15],

414 tx_signal_red[14],tx_signal_green[14],tx_signal_blue[14]},

415 {tx_signal_red[13],tx_signal_green[13],tx_signal_blue[13],

416 tx_signal_red[12],tx_signal_green[12],tx_signal_blue[12]},

417 {tx_signal_red[11],tx_signal_green[11],tx_signal_blue[11],

418 tx_signal_red[10],tx_signal_green[10],tx_signal_blue[10]}, // LED 11 10

419 {tx_signal_red[9], tx_signal_green[9], tx_signal_blue[9],

420 tx_signal_red[8], tx_signal_green[8], tx_signal_blue[8]}, // LED 9 8

421 {tx_signal_red[7], tx_signal_green[7], tx_signal_blue[7],

422 tx_signal_red[6], tx_signal_green[6], tx_signal_blue[6]},

423 {tx_signal_red[5], tx_signal_green[5], tx_signal_blue[5],

424 tx_signal_red[4], tx_signal_green[4], tx_signal_blue[4]},
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425 {tx_signal_red[3], tx_signal_green[3], tx_signal_blue[3],

426 tx_signal_red[2], tx_signal_green[2], tx_signal_blue[2]},

427 {tx_signal_red[1], tx_signal_green[1], tx_signal_blue[1],

428 tx_signal_red[0], tx_signal_green[0], tx_signal_blue[0]} // LED 1 0

429 } ),

430 .trig(shift_trig),

431 .shift_data(shift_d),

432 .shift_sck(shift_cp),

433 .shift_latch(shift_str)

434 );

435

436 assign rgb_led0 = {

437 tx_signal_red[0],

438 tx_signal_green[0],

439 tx_signal_blue[0]

440 };

441

442 assign rgb_led1 = {

443 tx_signal_red[1],

444 tx_signal_green[1],

445 tx_signal_blue[1]

446 };

447 endmodule
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Appendix 2 VLC core tx SystemVerilog code

1 ❵timescale 1ns / 1ps

2 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

3 // Company:

4 // Engineer:

5 //

6 // Create Date: 03/21/2021 07:25:36 AM

7 // Design Name:

8 // Module Name: vlc_tx

9 // Project Name:

10 // Target Devices:

11 // Tool Versions:

12 // Description:

13 //

14 // Dependencies:

15 //

16 // Revision:

17 // Revision 0.01 - File Created

18 // Additional Comments:

19 //

20 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

21

22

23 module vlc_tx

24 (

25 input clk,

26 input rstn,

27 input [5:0] bitlen,

28 input [19:0][31:0] data,

29 input [5:0] nbits,

30 input carr_re,

31 input init,

32 output logic [19:0] tx,

33 output logic busy

34 );

35

36

37 logic [19:0][33:0] buffer;

38 logic [ 5:0] bit_cnt;

39 logic [ 5:0] _nbits;

40

41 logic [ 5:0] carr_cnt;

42

43 logic bit_end;

44 logic done;

45

46 assign bit_end = carr_re & (carr_cnt == bitlen-1);

47 assign done = (bit_cnt==_nbits) & bit_end;

48

49 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

50 begin

51 if ( rstn == '0 )

52 begin

53 busy <= '0;

54 end

55 else if ( init & ~busy )

56 begin

57 busy <= '1;

58 end

59 else if ( done )

60 begin

61 busy <= '0;

62 end

63 end

64

65

66 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

67 begin

68 if ( rstn == '0 )

69 begin
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70 buffer <= '0;

71 _nbits <= '0;

72 end

73 else if ( ~busy & init )

74 begin

75 buffer[19] <= {data[19], 1'b1, 1'b0};

76 buffer[18] <= {data[18], 1'b1, 1'b0};

77 buffer[17] <= {data[17], 1'b1, 1'b0};

78 buffer[16] <= {data[16], 1'b1, 1'b0};

79 buffer[15] <= {data[15], 1'b1, 1'b0};

80 buffer[14] <= {data[14], 1'b1, 1'b0};

81 buffer[13] <= {data[13], 1'b1, 1'b0};

82 buffer[12] <= {data[12], 1'b1, 1'b0};

83 buffer[11] <= {data[11], 1'b1, 1'b0};

84 buffer[10] <= {data[10], 1'b1, 1'b0};

85 buffer[9] <= {data[9], 1'b1, 1'b0};

86 buffer[8] <= {data[8], 1'b1, 1'b0};

87 buffer[7] <= {data[7], 1'b1, 1'b0};

88 buffer[6] <= {data[6], 1'b1, 1'b0};

89 buffer[5] <= {data[5], 1'b1, 1'b0};

90 buffer[4] <= {data[4], 1'b1, 1'b0};

91 buffer[3] <= {data[3], 1'b1, 1'b0};

92 buffer[2] <= {data[2], 1'b1, 1'b0};

93 buffer[1] <= {data[1], 1'b1, 1'b0};

94 buffer[0] <= {data[0], 1'b1, 1'b0};

95 _nbits <= nbits + 5'h1;

96 end

97 else if ( busy & bit_end )

98 begin

99 buffer[19] <= buffer[19] >> 1;

100 buffer[18] <= buffer[18] >> 1;

101 buffer[17] <= buffer[17] >> 1;

102 buffer[16] <= buffer[16] >> 1;

103 buffer[15] <= buffer[15] >> 1;

104 buffer[14] <= buffer[14] >> 1;

105 buffer[13] <= buffer[13] >> 1;

106 buffer[12] <= buffer[12] >> 1;

107 buffer[11] <= buffer[11] >> 1;

108 buffer[10] <= buffer[10] >> 1;

109 buffer[9] <= buffer[9] >> 1;

110 buffer[8] <= buffer[8] >> 1;

111 buffer[7] <= buffer[7] >> 1;

112 buffer[6] <= buffer[6] >> 1;

113 buffer[5] <= buffer[5] >> 1;

114 buffer[4] <= buffer[4] >> 1;

115 buffer[3] <= buffer[3] >> 1;

116 buffer[2] <= buffer[2] >> 1;

117 buffer[1] <= buffer[1] >> 1;

118 buffer[0] <= buffer[0] >> 1;

119 end

120 end

121

122 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

123 begin

124 if ( rstn == '0 )

125 begin

126 carr_cnt <= '0;

127 end

128 else if ( busy & carr_re )

129 begin

130 carr_cnt <= ( bit_end ) ? '0 : carr_cnt + 1;

131 end

132 end

133

134 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

135 begin

136 if ( rstn == '0 )

137 begin

138 bit_cnt <= '0;

139 end

140 else if ( done )
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141 begin

142 bit_cnt <= '0;

143 end

144 else if ( busy )

145 begin

146 bit_cnt <= ( bit_end ) ? bit_cnt + 1 : bit_cnt;

147 end

148 else

149 begin

150 bit_cnt <= '0;

151 end

152 end

153

154 assign tx[19] = ( busy ) ? buffer[19][0] : '0;

155 assign tx[18] = ( busy ) ? buffer[18][0] : '0;

156 assign tx[17] = ( busy ) ? buffer[17][0] : '0;

157 assign tx[16] = ( busy ) ? buffer[16][0] : '0;

158 assign tx[15] = ( busy ) ? buffer[15][0] : '0;

159 assign tx[14] = ( busy ) ? buffer[14][0] : '0;

160 assign tx[13] = ( busy ) ? buffer[13][0] : '0;

161 assign tx[12] = ( busy ) ? buffer[12][0] : '0;

162 assign tx[11] = ( busy ) ? buffer[11][0] : '0;

163 assign tx[10] = ( busy ) ? buffer[10][0] : '0;

164 assign tx[9] = ( busy ) ? buffer[9][0] : '0;

165 assign tx[8] = ( busy ) ? buffer[8][0] : '0;

166 assign tx[7] = ( busy ) ? buffer[7][0] : '0;

167 assign tx[6] = ( busy ) ? buffer[6][0] : '0;

168 assign tx[5] = ( busy ) ? buffer[5][0] : '0;

169 assign tx[4] = ( busy ) ? buffer[4][0] : '0;

170 assign tx[3] = ( busy ) ? buffer[3][0] : '0;

171 assign tx[2] = ( busy ) ? buffer[2][0] : '0;

172 assign tx[1] = ( busy ) ? buffer[1][0] : '0;

173 assign tx[0] = ( busy ) ? buffer[0][0] : '0;

174

175 endmodule
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Appendix 3 VLC core carrier generator code

1 ❵timescale 1ns / 1ps

2 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

3 // Company:

4 // Engineer:

5 //

6 // Create Date: 03/21/2021 07:25:36 AM

7 // Design Name:

8 // Module Name: carrgen

9 // Project Name:

10 // Target Devices:

11 // Tool Versions:

12 // Description:

13 //

14 // Dependencies:

15 //

16 // Revision:

17 // Revision 0.01 - File Created

18 // Additional Comments:

19 //

20 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

21

22

23 module carrgen

24 (

25 input rstn,

26 input clk,

27 input [16:0] clk_div,

28 output logic [7:0] pwm_carr,

29 output logic carr_d8_edge,

30 output logic carr_re

31 );

32

33 logic [16:0] prescaler,

34 prescaler_ovf,

35 nxt_prescaler;

36

37

38 logic [16:0] prescaler_d2,

39 prescaler_d4,

40 prescaler_d8;

41

42 always_comb

43 begin

44 prescaler_d2 = prescaler_ovf >> 1;

45 prescaler_d4 = prescaler_ovf >> 2;

46 prescaler_d8 = prescaler_ovf >> 3;

47 end

48

49 always_comb // The carrier signals

50 begin

51 pwm_carr[0] = '0 ; // Light off

52 pwm_carr[1] = ~(prescaler > (prescaler_d8 )); // 1/8 duty cycle

53 pwm_carr[2] = ~(prescaler > (prescaler_d4 )); // 2/8 duty cycle

54 pwm_carr[3] = ~(prescaler > (prescaler_d4 + prescaler_d8 )); // 3/8 duty cycle

55 pwm_carr[4] = ~(prescaler > (prescaler_d2 )); // 4/8 duty ćycle

56 pwm_carr[5] = ~(prescaler > (prescaler_d2 + prescaler_d8 )); // 5/8 duty cycle

57 pwm_carr[6] = ~(prescaler > (prescaler_d2 + prescaler_d4 )); // 6/8 duty cycle

58 pwm_carr[7] = ~(prescaler > (prescaler_d2 + prescaler_d4 + prescaler_d8 )); // 7/8 duty cycle

59 end

60

61 always_comb // Trigger signal for each pwm change

62 begin

63 carr_d8_edge =

64 ( prescaler == '0 )

65 | ( prescaler == prescaler_d8 )

66 | ( prescaler == prescaler_d4 )

67 | ( prescaler == prescaler_d8 + prescaler_d4 )

68 | ( prescaler == prescaler_d2 )

69 | ( prescaler == prescaler_d2 + prescaler_d8 )
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70 | ( prescaler == prescaler_d2 + prescaler_d4 )

71 | ( prescaler == prescaler_d2 + prescaler_d4 + prescaler_d8 );

72 end

73

74 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

75 begin

76 if ( rstn == '0 )

77 begin

78 prescaler_ovf <= '0;

79 end

80 else

81 begin

82 prescaler_ovf <= clk_div;

83 end

84 end

85

86 logic carr_edge;

87

88 assign carr_edge = ( prescaler == prescaler_ovf-1 );

89 assign carr_re = carr_edge;

90

91 always_comb

92 begin

93 nxt_prescaler = carr_edge ? '0 : prescaler + 1;

94 end

95

96 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

97 begin

98 if ( rstn == '0 )

99 begin

100 prescaler <= '0 ;

101 end

102 else

103 begin

104 prescaler <= nxt_prescaler;

105 end

106 end

107

108 endmodule
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Appendix 4 VLC core shift register controller code

1 ❵timescale 1ns / 1ps

2 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

3 // Company:

4 // Engineer:

5 //

6 // Create Date: 03/22/2021 08:06:59 AM

7 // Design Name:

8 // Module Name: shiftout

9 // Project Name:

10 // Target Devices:

11 // Tool Versions:

12 // Description:

13 //

14 // Dependencies:

15 //

16 // Revision:

17 // Revision 0.01 - File Created

18 // Additional Comments:

19 //

20 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

21

22

23 module shiftout

24 #(

25 parameter FCLK = 50_000_000,

26 parameter SCLK = 2_500_000,

27 parameter NBITS = 6

28 )

29 (

30 input rstn,

31 clk,

32

33 input [9:0][NBITS-1:0] data,

34

35 input trig,

36

37 output logic [9:0] shift_data,

38 output logic shift_sck,

39 shift_latch

40 );

41

42 // SCLK GENERATOR

43

44 localparam

45 logic [$clog2((FCLK/(2*SCLK))-1):0] prescaler_ovf = (FCLK/(2*SCLK))-1;

46

47 logic [$clog2((FCLK/(2*SCLK))-1):0] prescaler,

48 nxt_prescaler;

49

50 logic sck_re,

51 sck_fe,

52 busy,

53 done;

54

55 assign sck_re = busy & ~shift_sck & (prescaler == '0);

56 assign sck_fe = busy & shift_sck & (prescaler == '0);

57

58 always_comb

59 begin

60 nxt_prescaler = ( prescaler == prescaler_ovf ) ? '0 : prescaler + 1;

61 end

62

63 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

64 begin

65 if ( rstn == '0 )

66 begin

67 prescaler <= '0;

68 end

69 else if ( busy)
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70 begin

71 prescaler <= nxt_prescaler;

72 end

73 else

74 begin

75 prescaler <= '0;

76 end

77 end

78

79 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

80 begin

81 if ( rstn == '0 )

82 begin

83 shift_sck <= '0;

84 end

85 else if ( busy & ~done & (prescaler == '0) )

86 begin

87 shift_sck <= ~shift_sck;

88 end

89 else if ( ~busy )

90 begin

91 shift_sck <= '0;

92 end

93 end

94

95 // SHIFT OUT LOGIC

96

97 logic [9:0][NBITS-1:0] buffer;

98 logic [$clog2(NBITS-1):0] bit_cnt;

99

100 assign done = (bit_cnt == NBITS) & sck_re;

101

102 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

103 begin

104 if ( rstn == '0 )

105 begin

106 buffer <= '0;

107 end

108 else if ( ~busy & trig )

109 begin

110 buffer <= data;

111 end

112 else if ( sck_fe )

113 begin

114 buffer[9] <= buffer[9] >> 1;

115 buffer[8] <= buffer[8] >> 1;

116 buffer[7] <= buffer[7] >> 1;

117 buffer[6] <= buffer[6] >> 1;

118 buffer[5] <= buffer[5] >> 1;

119 buffer[4] <= buffer[4] >> 1;

120 buffer[3] <= buffer[3] >> 1;

121 buffer[2] <= buffer[2] >> 1;

122 buffer[1] <= buffer[1] >> 1;

123 buffer[0] <= buffer[0] >> 1;

124 end

125 end

126

127 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

128 begin

129 if ( rstn == '0 )

130 begin

131 busy <= '0;

132 end

133 else if ( ~busy & trig )

134 begin

135 busy <= '1;

136 end

137 else if ( done )

138 begin

139 busy <= '0;

140 end
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141 end

142

143 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

144 begin

145 if ( rstn == '0 )

146 begin

147 bit_cnt <= '0;

148 end

149 else if ( busy & sck_fe )

150 begin

151 bit_cnt <= bit_cnt + 1;

152 end

153 else if ( ~busy )

154 begin

155 bit_cnt <= '0;

156 end

157 end

158

159 always_ff @ ( posedge clk or negedge rstn )

160 begin

161 if ( rstn == '0 )

162 begin

163 shift_latch <= '0;

164 end

165 else if ( ~busy )

166 begin

167 shift_latch <= '0;

168 end

169 else if ( bit_cnt == NBITS-1 & sck_fe )

170 begin

171 shift_latch <= '1;

172 end

173 else if ( done )

174 begin

175 shift_latch <= '0;

176 end

177 end

178

179 assign shift_data[9] = buffer[9][0];

180 assign shift_data[8] = buffer[8][0];

181 assign shift_data[7] = buffer[7][0];

182 assign shift_data[6] = buffer[6][0];

183 assign shift_data[5] = buffer[5][0];

184 assign shift_data[4] = buffer[4][0];

185 assign shift_data[3] = buffer[3][0];

186 assign shift_data[2] = buffer[2][0];

187 assign shift_data[1] = buffer[1][0];

188 assign shift_data[0] = buffer[0][0];

189

190

191

192 endmodule
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Appendix 5 VLC roof firmware

1 /*
2 * main.c

3 *
4 * Created on: Mar 20, 2021

5 * Author: Tore Leikanger

6 */

7

8 #include <stdio.h>

9 #include <stdlib.h>

10 #include "xparameters.h"

11 #include "platform.h"

12 #include "sleep.h"

13

14 volatile u32 *vlc_reg = (volatile u32*) 0x43C00000;

15

16

17 volatile int i = 0;

18 volatile int d = 1;

19

20 uint8_t rll6b[16] =

21 {// 6b <= 4b

22 0b001110, // 0x0

23 0b001101, // 0x1

24 0b010011, // 0x2

25 0b010110, // 0x3

26 0b010101, // 0x4

27 0b100011, // 0x5

28 0b100110, // 0x6

29 0b100101, // 0x7

30 0b011001, // 0x8

31 0b011010, // 0x9

32 0b011100, // 0xA

33 0b110001, // 0xB

34 0b110010, // 0xC

35 0b101001, // 0xD

36 0b101010, // 0xE

37 0b101100 // 0xF

38 };

39

40 void print_data(char *name, u32 data, u32 n)

41 {

42 print(name);

43 print(":\t");

44 for ( int i = 0 ; i < n ; ++i) {

45 if ( ((data&(1<<i))>0) ) print("1");

46 else print("0");

47 }

48 print("\n\r");

49 }

50

51 int main()

52 {

53

54 init_platform();

55

56 sleep(1);

57

58 u32 conf;

59

60 u32 prescaler = 50000000/38000; // 38 kHz

61 u32 bitlen = 32; // 32 carrier waves per bit

62 u32 numbits = 12; // 24 bits data

63 u32 am = 1; // FM modulation for invisibility

64

65 conf = ( prescaler << 15 )

66 | ( bitlen << 9 )

67 | ( numbits << 3 )

68 | ( am << 2 );

69
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70 vlc_reg[30] = conf;

71

72 print("Conf register set:\t");

73

74 while ( vlc_reg[30] != conf ) vlc_reg[30] = conf;

75

76 print("Success!\n\r");

77

78

79 // RLL DATA TRANSMISSION

80 // Data words are "1" and "2"

81 /*
82 u32 data0_raw = '1';

83 u32 data1_raw = '2';

84 u32 data0 = (rll6b[(data0_raw&0xf0)>>4]<<6 | rll6b[data0_raw&0x0f]);

85 u32 data1 = (rll6b[(data1_raw&0xf0)>>4]<<6 | rll6b[data1_raw&0x0f]);

86 */

87

88 // PATTERN TRANSMISSION

89 u32 data0 = 0b10101010101010101010101010101010;

90 u32 data1 = 0b11001100110011001100110011001100;

91 // u32 data2 = 0b11000111000111000111000111000111;

92 // u32 data3 = 0b11110000111100001111000011110000;

93 // u32 data4 = 0b11100000111110000011111000001111;

94

95 print("Setting data registers:\n\r");

96

97 // Set the data in the correct data registers

98 while ( vlc_reg[0] != data0 ) {

99 vlc_reg[0] = data0;

100 vlc_reg[1] = data0;

101 vlc_reg[2] = data0;

102 vlc_reg[3] = data0;

103 vlc_reg[4] = 0;

104 vlc_reg[5] = 0;

105 vlc_reg[6] = 0;

106 vlc_reg[7] = 0;

107 vlc_reg[8] = 0;

108 vlc_reg[9] = 0;

109 vlc_reg[10] = 0;

110 vlc_reg[11] = 0;

111 vlc_reg[12] = 0;

112 vlc_reg[13] = 0;

113 vlc_reg[14] = 0;

114 vlc_reg[15] = 0;

115 vlc_reg[16] = data1;

116 vlc_reg[17] = data1;

117 vlc_reg[18] = data1;

118 vlc_reg[19] = data1;

119 }

120

121 print("Success!\n\r");

122

123 u32 pwm = 0x4;

124 u32 white = pwm<<0 | pwm<<5 | pwm<<10 | pwm<<15 | pwm<<20 | pwm<<25;

125 u32 violet = pwm<<0 | pwm<<15 | pwm<<10 | pwm<<25;

126 u32 yellow = pwm<<0 | pwm<<5 | pwm<<15 | pwm<<20;

127

128

129 print("Setting PWM registers:\t");

130 while ( vlc_reg[20] != white ) {

131 vlc_reg[20] = white; // LED0-1

132 vlc_reg[21] = white; // LED2-3

133 vlc_reg[22] = 0; // LED4-5

134 vlc_reg[23] = 0; // LED6-7

135 vlc_reg[24] = 0; // LED8-9

136 vlc_reg[25] = 0; // LED10-11

137 vlc_reg[26] = 0; // LED12-13

138 vlc_reg[27] = 0; // LED14-15

139 vlc_reg[28] = white; // LED16-17

140 vlc_reg[29] = white; // LED18-19
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141 }

142

143 print("Success!\n\r");

144

145 u32 tx_mask = 0;

146

147 while ( 1 )

148 {

149 // Set the tx mask to LEDs 0-3

150 tx_mask = 0xf;

151 vlc_reg[31] = tx_mask;

152 // if ( vlc_reg[31] == tx_mask ) print("mask success\t");

153 // else print("mask failed\t");

154

155 // Send the init trigger flag

156 vlc_reg[30] |= 0x1;

157

158 // if ( (vlc_reg[30] & 0x2) > 0 ) print("init success\n\r");

159 // else print("init failed\n\r");

160

161 // sleep(1);

162 usleep(500000);

163

164 tx_mask = 0xf0000;

165 vlc_reg[31] = tx_mask;

166 // if ( vlc_reg[31] == tx_mask ) print("mask success\t");

167 // else print("mask failed\t");

168

169 vlc_reg[30] |= 0x1;

170

171 // if ( (vlc_reg[30] & 0x2) > 0 ) print("init success\n\r");

172 // else print("init failed\n\r");

173

174 // sleep(1);

175 usleep(500000);

176

177 }

178

179 cleanup_platform();

180

181 return 0;

182 }
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Appendix 6 Jewel schematics
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Appendix 7 Jewel PCB layers

Top layer:

Layer 2:

Layer 3:

Bottom layer:
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Appendix 8 Jewel firmware code (pattern reception)

1 #include <ArduinoBLE.h>

2

3 //#define DEBUG

4

5 BLEService jewelService("19B11800-E8F2-537E-4F6C-D104768A1214"); // create service

6

7 // create switch characteristic and allow remote device to read and write

8 BLEIntCharacteristic switchCharacteristic("19B11801-E8F2-537E-4F6C-D104768A1214", BLERead | BLENotify);

9

10 const int ledPin = A7;//LED_BUILTIN; // pin to use for the LED

11 #define LED_ON LOW

12 #define LED_OFF HIGH

13

14 #define RXPin P1_12 // P0_04 // A0

15 #define RX 3 //A0

16

17 #define TXPin P1_11

18 #define TX 2

19

20 bool connected = false; //updated when connected (true) or unconnected (false)

21

22 void setup() {

23 pinMode(RX, INPUT);

24 pinMode(TX, OUTPUT);

25 digitalWrite(TX, LOW);

26

27 pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);

28 digitalWrite(ledPin, LED_OFF);

29

30 #ifdef DEBUG

31 Serial.begin(9600);

32 while(!Serial);

33 #endif //DEBUG

34

35 // put your setup code here, to run once:

36 if (!BLE.begin()) {

37 while(1);

38 }

39

40 BLE.setLocalName("Jewel:N:40");

41 BLE.setAdvertisedService(jewelService);

42 jewelService.addCharacteristic(switchCharacteristic);

43

44 BLE.addService(jewelService);

45

46 BLE.setEventHandler(BLEConnected, blePeripheralConnectHandler);

47 BLE.setEventHandler(BLEDisconnected, blePeripheralDisconnectHandler);

48

49 switchCharacteristic.setValue(1);

50

51 BLE.advertise();

52

53 }

54

55 long tm = 0;

56 long nxt_tm;

57 long tm_since_update = 0;

58

59 long tm_sum = 0;

60 int n_edges = 0;

61

62 int state;

63 int prev_state = 0;

64

65 int value = 0x30;

66 int n_new_value = 0;

67

68

69 int i = 0;
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70

71 uint32_t buff = 0;

72 bool done = false;

73

74 void loop() {

75

76 #ifdef DEBUG

77 if (Serial.available()) {

78 uint8_t new_byte = (uint8_t)Serial.read();

79 value = new_byte;

80 Serial.println(value, HEX);

81 switchCharacteristic.setValue(new_byte);

82 tm_since_update = millis();

83 }

84 #endif //DEBUG

85

86 state = digitalRead(RX);

87

88 if ( state != prev_state ) {

89 nxt_tm = micros();

90

91 //digitalWrite(ledPin, LED_ON);

92 /*
93 #ifdef DEBUG

94 Serial.print(prev_state);

95 Serial.print("->");

96 Serial.print(state);

97 Serial.print(" - ");

98 Serial.println(nxt_tm-tm);

99 #endif //DEBUG

100 */

101 if ( nxt_tm-tm > 5000 ) {

102 n_edges = 0;

103 tm_sum = 0;

104 done = false;

105 }

106 else {

107 tm_sum += ( nxt_tm - tm );

108 ++n_edges;

109 }

110

111 tm = nxt_tm;

112 prev_state = state;

113 }

114 else if ( micros()-tm > 10000 ) {

115 if ( !done ) {

116

117 done = true;

118 int received_byte = 0;

119

120 long tm_average = (n_edges > 0 ) ? tm_sum / n_edges : 10000;

121

122 if ( tm_average < 1200 ) {

123 received_byte = 0x31;

124 }

125 else if ( tm_average < 2000 ) {

126 received_byte = 0x32;

127 }

128 else if ( tm_average < 2800 ) {

129 received_byte = 0x33;

130 }

131 else if ( tm_average < 3600 ) {

132 received_byte = 0x34;

133 }

134 else if ( tm_average < 4200 ) {

135 received_byte = 0x35;

136 }

137 else if ( tm_average < 5000 ) {

138 received_byte = 0x36;

139 }

140
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141

142 value = received_byte;

143

144 #ifdef DEBUG

145 Serial.print(tm_sum);Serial.print(",");

146 Serial.print(n_edges);Serial.print(",");

147 Serial.print(tm_average);Serial.print(",");

148 Serial.print((value&0xf0)>>4,HEX);Serial.println((value&0xf),HEX);

149 #endif //DEBUG

150

151 switchCharacteristic.setValue(value);

152

153 }

154 }

155

156

157 if ( millis() - tm_since_update > 10000 ) {

158 switchCharacteristic.setValue(value);

159 tm_since_update = millis();

160 }

161

162 digitalWrite(ledPin, !connected);

163

164 BLE.poll();

165

166 }

167

168

169 void blePeripheralConnectHandler(BLEDevice central) {

170 // central connected event handler

171 connected = true;

172 }

173

174 void blePeripheralDisconnectHandler(BLEDevice central) {

175 // central disconnected event handler

176 connected = false;

177 }
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Appendix 9 Jewel firmware code (data reception)

1 #include <ArduinoBLE.h>

2 #include "rll4b6b.h"

3

4 //#define DEBUG

5

6

7 BLEService jewelService("19B11800-E8F2-537E-4F6C-D104768A1214"); // create service

8

9 // create switch characteristic and allow remote device to read and write

10 BLEIntCharacteristic switchCharacteristic("19B11801-E8F2-537E-4F6C-D104768A1214", BLERead | BLENotify);

11

12 const int ledPin = A7;//LED_BUILTIN; // pin to use for the LED

13 #define LED_ON LOW

14 #define LED_OFF HIGH

15

16 #define RXPin P1_12 // P0_04 // A0

17 #define RX 3 //A0

18

19 #define TXPin P1_11

20 #define TX 2

21

22 // Variables used for LED breathing (connected state) and blinking (unconnected state)

23 bool connected = false; //updated when connected (true) or unconnected (false)

24

25 void setup() {

26 pinMode(RX, INPUT);

27 pinMode(TX, OUTPUT);

28 digitalWrite(TX, LOW);

29

30 pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);

31 digitalWrite(ledPin, LED_OFF);

32

33 #ifdef DEBUG

34 Serial.begin(115200);

35 while(!Serial);

36 #endif //DEBUG

37

38 // put your setup code here, to run once:

39 if (!BLE.begin()) {

40 while(1);

41 }

42

43 BLE.setLocalName("Jewel:N:40");

44 BLE.setAdvertisedService(jewelService);

45 jewelService.addCharacteristic(switchCharacteristic);

46

47 BLE.addService(jewelService);

48

49 BLE.setEventHandler(BLEConnected, blePeripheralConnectHandler);

50 BLE.setEventHandler(BLEDisconnected, blePeripheralDisconnectHandler);

51

52 switchCharacteristic.setValue(1);

53

54 BLE.advertise();

55

56 }

57

58 long tm = 0;

59 long nxt_tm;

60 long tm_since_update = 0;

61

62 int state;

63 int prev_state = 0;

64

65 int value = 0x30;

66 int n_new_value = 0;

67

68 int i = 0;

69
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70 uint32_t buff = 0;

71 bool done = false;

72

73 void loop() {

74

75 #ifdef DEBUG

76 if (Serial.available()) {

77 uint8_t new_byte = (uint8_t)Serial.read();

78 value = new_byte;

79 Serial.println(value, HEX);

80 switchCharacteristic.setValue(new_byte);

81 tm_since_update = millis();

82 }

83 #endif //DEBUG

84

85 state = digitalRead(RX);

86

87 if ( state != prev_state ) {

88 nxt_tm = micros();

89

90 if ( nxt_tm-tm > 5000 ) {

91 buff = 0;

92 i=0;

93 done = false;

94 }

95 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 1200 ) {

96 buff |= state<<i;

97 ++i;

98 Serial.print(state);

99 }

100 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 2000 ) {

101 buff |= state<<i;

102 ++i;

103 buff |= state<<i;

104 ++i;

105

106 Serial.print(state);

107 Serial.print(state);

108 }

109 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 2800 ) {

110 buff |= state<<i;

111 ++i;

112 buff |= state<<i;

113 ++i;

114 buff |= state<<i;

115 ++i;

116

117 Serial.print(state);

118 Serial.print(state);

119 Serial.print(state);

120 }

121 else if ( nxt_tm-tm < 3600 ) {

122 buff |= state<<i;

123 ++i;

124 buff |= state<<i;

125 ++i;

126 buff |= state<<i;

127 ++i;

128 buff |= state<<i;

129 ++i;

130

131 Serial.print(state);

132 Serial.print(state);

133 Serial.print(state);

134 Serial.print(state);

135 }

136

137 tm = nxt_tm;

138 prev_state = state;

139 }

140 else if ( micros()-tm > 3600 ) {
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141 if ( !done ) {

142

143 done = true;

144 buff = buff>>1;

145

146

147 // Performing the 6B4B bit mapping convertion. Due to the strict mapping rules, this

148 // includes a parity check (all 6B "nibbles" consists of 3 low and 3 high bits.). In

149 // case of bad 6B code, 0xFF (inpossible value) is returned as an error flag.

150

151 uint8_t tmp;// = nibble_6b4b(buff>>6)<<4 | nibble_6b4b(buff);

152 uint8_t received_byte;

153 bool good = true;

154

155 // HIGH NIBBLE

156 tmp = nibble_6b4b(buff>>6);

157 if ( tmp == 0xff ) good = false;

158 else received_byte = tmp<<4;

159

160 // LOW NIBBLE

161 tmp = nibble_6b4b(buff);

162 if ( tmp == 0xff ) good = false;

163 else received_byte |= tmp;

164

165

166 #ifdef DEBUG

167

168 Serial.print(",");

169

170 Serial.print(good ? 1 : 0); Serial.print(",");

171

172 Serial.print((received_byte&0xf0)>>4,HEX);Serial.println((received_byte&0xf),HEX);

173 #endif //DEBUG

174

175 // "PARITY" ALREADY INCLUDED DUE TO 4B6B CONSTRAINTS

176

177 if ( good ) {

178 value = received_byte;

179 switchCharacteristic.setValue(received_byte);

180 }

181

182 }

183 }

184

185

186 if ( millis() - tm_since_update > 10000 ) {

187 switchCharacteristic.setValue(value);

188 tm_since_update = millis();

189 }

190

191

192 digitalWrite(ledPin, !connected);

193

194 BLE.poll();

195

196 }

197

198

199 void blePeripheralConnectHandler(BLEDevice central) {

200 // central connected event handler

201 connected = true;

202 }

203

204 void blePeripheralDisconnectHandler(BLEDevice central) {

205 // central disconnected event handler

206 connected = false;

207 }

208 s
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Appendix 10 Jewel rll4b6b header file

1 #ifndef LIB4B6B_H

2

3 #include <Arduino.h>

4

5 uint8_t nibble_6b4b(uint8_t nibble) {

6 uint8_t ret = 0x00;

7 switch (nibble&0x3f) {

8 case 0b001110:

9 ret = 0b0000;

10 break;

11 case 0b001101:

12 ret = 0b0001;

13 break;

14 case 0b010011:

15 ret = 0b0010;

16 break;

17 case 0b010110:

18 ret = 0b0011;

19 break;

20 case 0b010101:

21 ret = 0b0100;

22 break;

23 case 0b100011:

24 ret = 0b0101;

25 break;

26 case 0b100110:

27 ret = 0b0110;

28 break;

29 case 0b100101:

30 ret = 0b0111;

31 break;

32 case 0b011001:

33 ret = 0b1000;

34 break;

35 case 0b011010:

36 ret = 0b1001;

37 break;

38 case 0b011100:

39 ret = 0b1010;

40 break;

41 case 0b110001:

42 ret = 0b1011;

43 break;

44 case 0b110010:

45 ret = 0b1100;

46 break;

47 case 0b101001:

48 ret = 0b1101;

49 break;

50 case 0b101010:

51 ret = 0b1110;

52 break;

53 case 0b101100:

54 ret = 0b1111;

55 break;

56 default: // Input code error

57 ret = 0xff;

58 break;

59 }

60

61 return ret;

62 }

63

64 uint8_t nibble_4b6b(uint8_t nibble) {

65 uint8_t ret = 0x00;

66 switch (nibble&0x0f) {

67 case 0b0000:

68 ret = 0b001110;

69 break;
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70 case 0b0001:

71 ret = 0b001101;

72 break;

73 case 0b0010:

74 ret = 0b010011;

75 break;

76 case 0b0011:

77 ret = 0b010110;

78 break;

79 case 0b0100:

80 ret = 0b010101;

81 break;

82 case 0b0101:

83 ret = 0b100011;

84 break;

85 case 0b0110:

86 ret = 0b100110;

87 break;

88 case 0b0111:

89 ret = 0b100101;

90 break;

91 case 0b1000:

92 ret = 0b011001;

93 break;

94 case 0b1001:

95 ret = 0b011010;

96 break;

97 case 0b1010:

98 ret = 0b011100;

99 break;

100 case 0b1011:

101 ret = 0b110001;

102 break;

103 case 0b1100:

104 ret = 0b110010;

105 break;

106 case 0b1101:

107 ret = 0b101001;

108 break;

109 case 0b1110:

110 ret = 0b101010;

111 break;

112 case 0b1111:

113 ret = 0b101100;

114 break;

115 default: // never happens ;)

116 ret = 0xff;

117 break;

118 }

119

120 return ret;

121 }

122

123 uint32_t byte_4b6b(uint8_t byte) {

124 return nibble_4b6b(byte>>4)<<6 | nibble_4b6b(byte&0x0f);

125 }

126

127 #endif // LIB4B6B_H


